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The subject matter of this paper is a hypothetical biological process on which 
the capability of the central nervous system to record and to recall a sensory ex
perience might conceivably be based. It may be open to doubt whether one knows 
enough about the living cell to be able to say anything with reasonable assurance 
about the molecular processes that the brain employs. Still, with luck, one might 
perhaps gues correctly the general nature of these proce ses. To what extent we 
may have succeeded in doing so remains to be seen. 

The Efficacy of a Synapse Br-idging Two N eur-ons.- Our neural network models 
involve excitatory neurons and inhibitory neurons (of the kind which exert a post
synaptic inhibitory effect). 

Let us consider an excitatory neuron which contacts through a synapse another 
neuron. If such an excitatory neuron sends a volley of nerve impulses to this 
synapse, then a certain quantity of an excitatory "transmitter substance" is re
leased in the vicinity of the presynaptic membrane which diffuses across a gap- the 
synaptic cleft- into the postsynaptic neuron and raises the level of excitation of 
that neuron by a certain amount. We shall designate this excitatory transmitter 
substance as "acetylcholine" (in quotes). The "acetylcholine" which diffuses into 
the postsynaptic neuron is destroyed, in the vicinity of the postsynaptic membrane, 
by an enzyme which we shall designate as "choline esterase." 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is released in the vicinity of the presynaptic 
membrane is a function of the frequency of the nerve impul es which reach the 
synapse, and we shall designate this rate as the " ignal intensity." For the sake 
of simplicity, we shall assume that the sirrnal intensity is for all synapses the same 
function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which are fed into the synapse. 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is destroyed in the postsynaptic neuron is 
proportional to the product of the concentration of "acetylcholine" and the con
centration of the enzyme "choline esterase" in the vicinity of the postsynaptic 
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memhrn.ne. Therefore, if, at a given point in time, nerve impul es of a certain 

frequency begin to arrive at a synapse, the "acetylcholine" concentration will 

begin to rise and will asymptotically approach a limit in the vicinity of the post

synaptic membrane, which is proportional to the ignal intensity and inversely 

proportional to the concentration of "choline esterase," prevailing in the vicinity 

of the postsynaptic membrane. The "acetylcholine" concentration which is 

asymptotically approached at the postsynaptic membrane constitutes the "excita

tory input," which is received from the synapse by the postsynaptic neuron. 

On this basis we may then say that, for any given signal inten ity, the excitatory 

input received from a given synapse by the postsynaptic neuron is inver ely pro

portional to the "choline esterase" concentration prevailing in the vicinity of the 

postsynaptic membrane of that synap c. 
We a sumc that the enzyme "choline esterase" i inactivated at the postsynaptic 

membrane in different synapses at different rates and that this rate of inactivation 

is determined by the chemical pecificities of the two neurons which arc bridged by 

the synapse. We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, however, that the enzyme 

"choline esterase" is produced at the same rate in all excitatory neurons. 

We designate as the efficacy of the ynapse the excitatory input which a post

synaptic neuron receives from that synapse, per unit of signal intensity. On the 

basis of the above assumptions we may then say that the efficacy of the synapse is 

proportional to the rate at which "choline esterase" i inactivated at the postsynap

tic membrane which in tmn is determined by the chemical specificities of the two 

neurons which are bridged by the synapse. 
The Rate of Inactivation of "Choline Esterase."- We assume that neurons which 

differ from each other in their response-specificity contain a different set of certain 

specific proteins in their cell membrane. We shall refer hereafter to these proteins 

as the "specific membrane proteins." 
We postulate that to each specific membrane protein, there exists a complementary 

specific membrane protein and that a specific membrane protein molecule can combine 

with its complementary counterpart, just as an antibody molecule can combine with a 

molecule of its antigen. Accordingly, two complementary specific membrane pro

teins may behave as if they were, so to speak, each other's antibodies, as well as 

each other's antigens. 
When an antibody molecule combines with an antigen molecule, it undergoes an 

allosteric transition, and an antibody molecule, when it is thus "dimerized," can 

bind complement. We assume that quite similarly a molecule of a specific mem

brane protein, when it combines with its complementary counterpart, undergoes 

an allosteric transition, and, when it is thus "dimcrized," it can bind- and n')t 

only bind but also inact ivate- the enzyme "choline c terasc." 

The gap (synaptic cleft) between the presynaptic membrane and the post

synaptic membrane is estimated to be about 200 A wide. According to the notions 

here adopted, there must be, however, a number of places within the active zones 

of the two synaptic membranes at which this gap is narrowed down, so that the 

presynaptic membrane and the postsynaptic membrane are in physical contact. 

We assume that at such a point of contact, a molecule of a specific membrane pro

tein, located in the postsynaptic membrane, can "dimerize" across the synaptic 

gap, with its complementary counterpart, located in the presynaptic membrane. 
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Let us now consider t wo neurons, A and B, which are bridged by a synapse. 
Neuron A is characterized by a set (a) of specific membrane proteins, which are 
present in its cell membrane, and neuron B is characterir.ed by another set, (b). 
We shall designate as the "overlap number" of these two neurons the number of specific 
membrane proteins contained within the set (a) which have their complementary coun
terpart contained within the set (b) [or vice versa]. 

From this overlap number we may compute the efficacy of the synapse which 
bridges these two neurons. In order to simplify thi computation we shall assume 
that t he a rea of the active zone of the synaptic membrane is the same for all synapse , 
and also assume that the concentration of each specific membrane protein in the 
cell membrane is the arne for any given neuron. On the basis of t hese simplifying 
assumptions, we may then say t hat the number of " dimers" contained within the 
active zone of the membrane of a synapse, which bridges neuron A and neuron B, is 
given either by the ratio of the "overlap number" to the total number of specific 
membrane protein of neuron A, or by the ratio of the "overlap number" to the total 
number of specific membrane proteins of neuron B- whichever ratio is smaller. 
We shall designate the smaller one of the.,e two ratios as the "overlap fraction" 
of the neurons A and B. Accordingly, we may then say that the efficacy of a synapse 
bridging two neurons is proportional to the overlap fraction of the two neurons. This 
is thefirstfundarnental postulate of our rnodel. 

We assume that the same holds true also for t he synap es of our inhibi tory 
neurons, except that in this case the "transmitter substance" which diffuses acros:;: 
the synaptic gap into the postsynapti c neuron lowers, rather than raises, the level 
of excitation of the postsynaptic neuron. 

The Transprinting of Neurons.-We divide neurons of the central nervous ystem 
into two broad cia es: the "congenitally determined" neurons and the "memory" 
neurons. We designate neurons which attain their full chemical specificity of 
their cell membrane during the development of the individual (mostly during 
embryonal life and at the latest during the early postnatal period) as "congenitaJiy 
determined neurons." If all the neurons of the central nervous system were of thi 
sort, then the individual would not be able to learn and his behavior would be wholly 
governed by the inborn reflexes. According to the notions here adopted, an adult 
can learn, and recall what he has learned, because his central nervous system con
tains memory neurons and each of these can, once in his lifetime, acquire an addi
tional set of specific membrane proteins, through a process which we designate as 
"transprinting. 11 

We assume that there is a class of "congenitally determined" neurons which are 
capable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron and that if a "con
genitally determined" neuron of thi class fires, then tho e parts of it cell membrane 
(covering the boutons of the branch fibers of its axon), which form the active zones 
of the presynaptic membranes become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. 
Similarly, we assume that when a memory neuron fires, then those parts of the cell 
membrane (covering its cell body and its dendrites) which constitute the active 
zones of the postsynaptic membranes, become permeable for the pecific membrane 
proteins. Accordingly, if a "congenitally determined" neuron of this class contacts 
a memory neuron through a synap e and if both neurons fire "simultaneously" so 
that for a period of time both the presynaptic and the postsynaptic membrane is 
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permeable for the specific membrane proteins, then the specific membrane proteins 

of the presynaptic "congenitally determined" neuron will diffu e through the pre

synaptic and the postsynaptic membrane into the po t ynaptic memory neuron . 

We postulate that if a specific membrane protein penetrates in this fashion into a memory 

neuron, it induces in the memory neuron the complementary specific membrane protein

just as an antigen induces its antibody, if it penetrates into a certain lymphatic cells of 

the rabbit.1 If several such presynaptic neurons fire simultaneously with the 

memory neuron, then the memory neuron will on such an occasion acquire the sets of 

specific membrane proteins which are complementary to the sets of all of these presynaptic 

neurons. 2 This is the process of transprinting. Its occurrence as an "all or none" 

process constitutes our second fundamental postulate. 

We shall refer to memory neurons before they a!·e transprinted as transprint

able neurons and thereafter we shall refer to them as transprinted neurons. Like 

congenitally determined neurons, transprinted 11eurons ma.v also participate in the 

transprinting of a transprintable neuron. 

If a neuron participates in the transprintiny of a transprintable neuron, then we may 

expect this neuron and the transprinted neuron to have a large overlap fraction and, ac

cordingly, we may expect synapses bridging these two neurons to have a high effu;acy. 

The Conditioned Response.- In order to illu trate how transprinting may take 

place, we shall use as an example the classical fPavolovian) conditioning of the 

salivary reflex of the dog. 3 We shall indicate on this occasion, however, only rather 

sketchily what takes place during conditioning. 

When "food" is introduced into the mouth of a dog, the dog responds with saliva

tion. This is the inborn, or unconditioned, response. Let us now expose the dog 

to a compotmd stimulus which has an auditory as well as a visual component, and 

let us- before the compound stimulu:: is turned off- place food into the mouth of 

the dog. If, after several such "conditioning exposures," the dog is then presented 

for the first time with the compound stimulus, unreinforced on this occasion by the 

introduction of food into its mouth, the dog may be expected to salivate. This is 

the conditioned response. 
We assume that there is a neuron Fin the central nervous system, characterized 

by the set (f), which preferentially responds to the stimulu of "food in the mouth." 

Moreover, we shall assume in particular that the signal to which the neuron F responds 

is the onset of this stimulus. As shown in Figure 1, the neuron F is connected through 

a synap e to an effector neuron, which innervates the salivary gland. This ef

fector neuron is characterized by the set (f), where (j) denotes a set of specific 

membrane protein which is complementary to the set (f). Because the overlap 

fraction of the neuron A and the effector neuron is one, the synapses which bridge 

these two neurons have a high efficacy. Therefore, placing food in the dog's 

rr.outh may be expected to cause the dog to salivate. 

In order to account for the conditioned response, we postulate the existence of 

a number of group of transprintable neurons E. Each of these groups may con

sist of several hw1dred neurons E, all of which have the following in common: 

The neuron F contact through a synapse each of the neurons E and in turn each 

neuronE contacts, through a synapse, an interneuron FI [characterized by the set 

(f) + (i)] which in turn contacts, tlu·ough a synapse, the effector neuron. 

Until something happens which is "significant" from the point of view of the 
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Fw. !.-Excitatory neurons are represented by circles, and inhibitory neurons are 
represe!'lted by double circles. Excitatory synapses are represented by simple arrows, 
except If t hey belong to neurons which are capable of transprinting, in which case t hey 
a1:e represented by double arrows. Inhibitory synapses are represented b:y arrows 
with a crossbar. The transprintable neuronE is represented by a dotted Circle. 

salivary reflex, all the transprintable neurons E are repressed, because they arc 
inhibited by signal which are continuously being sent out by the inhibitory neuron 
E* [characterized by the set (e)]. This inillbition is a sumed to be strong enough 
to prevent a transprintable neuron E from firing, even if it hould receive a sub
stantial aggregate "excitatory input," because the overlap fraction of the inhibitory 
neuronE* and of the t ransprintable neuronE i one. It should be noted, however, 
that after the neuron E is transprinted and acquires a set of specific membrane 
proteins which is compo ed of a large number of such proteins, then its overlap 
fraction with the inhibitory neuron E* is reduced by a substantial factor, and the 
efficacy of the synapse bridging the two neurons is also reduced by the same factor. 
Accordingly, such a "transprinted" neuron E may be cau cd to fire in spite of 
receiving inhibitory ignals from the neuronE*. 

The transprintable neurons E get derepressed if the inhibitory neuron E* is 
inhibited by signals emanating from a neural network designated as the "dere
pressor." This will happen if the derepressor sends out signals willch arc suf
ficiently strong to excite the inhibitory interneuron E**, which in turn will inhibit 
the inhibitory neuron E*. The derepressor network may receive an input signal 
from the neuron F and it may also receive an input signal, via the interneuron FI, 
from neurons E. These two input signals counteract each other within the dere
pressor, however, and they cancel out if the intensity of both input signals is about 
the same. Accordingly, the derepressor will send out strong signals only if the in
tensities of these two input signals differ from each other substantially. In om second 
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paper we shall describe a very simple "neural network" which would fw1ction in 
this fashion. 

As will be seen later, the dercprcssor network may be expected to end out 
strong signals if food is introduced into the mout h of an unconditioned dog and 
to send out strong signals also when a dog, whose salivary reflex has been fully 
conditioned to a certain stimulus, is presented with that stimulu , without having, 
on this occasion, food placed into its mouth. The depressor network will not send 
out signals, however, if t he fully conditioned dog i presented with the correct 
stimulus and food is placed into its mouth. Accordingly, no additional neurons E 
would be transprinted as the result of such "routine exposures." 

It is probably generally true that a sensory experience is recorded only if there is 
"significance" attached to that experience. In our model of the conditioned 
salivary refl ex t here i significance attached to t he timulus "food in the mouth" 
for an w1conditioned (or not fully conditioned) dog, while for a fully conditioned 
dog, there is ignificance attached to the conditioned stimulus, but only if that 
stimulus is not accompanied by the signal ''food in the mouth. " 

We shall try to indicate next in what manner a conditioned salivary response 
may be established to a compound stimulus which ha a visual and an auditory 
component. To this end we assume that in the central nervous system there is a 
neuron AE which responds preferentially to the auditory component of the com
pound stimulus, and another neuron VE which respond preferentially to the visual 
component. These two neurons arc characterized by the sets (a) + (e) and (v) + 
(e), respectively. We assume that the number of different specific membrane 
proteins contained in the neurons AE and VE, which we designate by n(AE) and 
n(VE), respectively, are large compared to the number of different specific mem
brane proteins contained in the transprintable neuron E, which we de ignate by 
n(E). Accordingly, we have: n(AE) > n(E), and n(VE)>n(E). 

We assume that, out of a group of several hundred neurons E, a certain fraction 
is contacted through a synapse by the neuron AE, a certain fraction is contacted 
through a synapse by the neuron VE, and a certain fraction is contacted by both 
the neuron A-E and the neuron VE. Because the neuron AE as well as the neuron 
VE has an appreciable-even though small-overlap fraction with the transprint
able neurons E, we may assume that if either of these two neurons fires, or if both 
of them fire, at a time when the transprintable neurons E are derepressed, then one 
or more transprintable neurons E will fire also and will on that occasion be trans
printed by the neurons AE or VE or both. If at the same time the neuron F fires 
also, then these same neurons E will be transprinted also by the neuron F. The 
firing of neuron F alone would, however, not cause the neurons E to fire, even when 
the neurons E happen to be derepressed, because the neurons F and the transprint
able neurons E have zero overlap. 

If the unconditioned dog is for the first time exposed to the compound stimulus, 
and at the same time food is introduced into its mouth, the derepressor network 
will send out a strong signal and one, or several, of the transprintable neurons E 
will be caused to fire . These neurons E will then be transprinted, on this occasion, 
with the sets (f), (a), and (v) . If this dog is exposed, for the econd time, to the 
compound stimulus and at the same time food is introduced into its mouth, then 
the signal sent out by the derepressor network wm be somewhat weaker than the 
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first time. This is ·o because the neurons E which have been transprinted at the 

time of the first conditioning exposure, and which will be excited at the time of the 

second expo ure, have a large overlap fraction with the interneuron Ff and will, 

therefore, send a signal to the derepressor network, which cow1teracts the signal 

received by this network from the neuron F. As the conditioning proce s is con

tinued and the dog is repeatedly subjected to such "conditioning" exposures, the 

neurons E which are transprinted with the sets (j), (a), and (v) will increase in 

number. Finally, the derepre sor network will no longer send out a signal when the 

dog is exposed to the compound stimulus and at the same time "food" is introduced 

into its mouth. Such a dog is then fully conditioned and continuing the condition

ing exposure would not make the conditioning any deeper. 
Let us now expose such a fully conditioned dog to the compound stimulus, 

unreinforced on this occasion by the introduction of food into its mouth. The 

neurons E which have been transprinted during the previous conditioning exposures 

with the set (}') as well as the sets (a) and (v) will now be caused to fire. Because 

of the substantial overlap of the transprinted neurons E, which contain the set 

(f), with the interneuron Fi, the firing of the neuron E will lead to the firing of 

the interneuron Fl and this in turn will lead to the firing of the effector neuron. 

Accordingly, on the occasion of this unreinforced exposure of the dog to the com

pound stimulus, the dog will salivate. This is the conditioned response. 

Incidentally, on this occasion, when the interneuron FI fires, it will cause the 

derepressor network to send out a strong signal because this network does not on 

this occasion receive a signal from the neuron F. Accordingly, on this occasion, 

one or more neurons E will get transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or both, but none 

of them will be transprinted with the et (j). Therefore, if the dog is repeatedly 

exposed to the compound stimulus in such a fashion, i.e., without reinforcement, 

then the number of neurons E which are transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or 

both, but not with the set (f), will increase on each such occasion. The overlap 

fraction of these transprinted neurons E with the interneurons Fl is zero, and there

fore the excitation of these transprinted neurons E would not contribute to the 

excitation of the effector neuron. Their activation would, however, contribute to 

the excitation of the inhibitory neurons IE*, with which the neurons E have an ap

preciable overlap. This is the reason why the accumulation of neurons E which 

are transprinted with (a) or (v) or both, but not with (j), will extinguish the pre

viously established conditioned response to the compound stimulus. 

Note io the First M odel.- One more thing needs to be said at this point: it eems to 

be a fact that if we establish a conditioned salivary respon e in the dog to a com

pound stimulus, which has an auditory as well as a visual component, and if we sub

sequently extinguish the re pon e, say to the visual component, we thereby auto

matically extinguish the conditioned response to the auditory component also. It 

can be shown that, in order to account for this fact, we must assume in our model 

that the central nervous system contains, in addition to a number of neurons E 

which are characterized by the set (e), about an equal number of neurons E which 

are characterized by the complementary set (e), and that the neurons E, charac

terized by one of these two set:;;, must contact through synapses the neuron E 

characterized by the complementary set (and vice versa). Presumably, this would 

mean that quite generally neurons characterized by complementary sets of specific 
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membrane proteins must be present in about equal numbers in the central nervous 
system of the individual. 

The Second lJ!l odel.- We may e cape this complication (if a complication it is) 
by assuming that every specific membrane protein is complementary to itself. Accord
ing to this second alternative model, any et of specific membrane proteins i then 
identical with the complementary set of specific membrane proteins. Thu we may 
write (e) in place of (e) and (f) in place of (f), etc. Accordingly, in our second model, 
the overlap nwnber of two sets is then defined as the number of pecific membrane pro
teins which the two sets have in common, and when transprinting takes place, the 
transprinted neuron incorporates the sets of specific membrane proteins of the trans
printing neurons. ·whatever functions the neural network, repro en ted in Figure 1, 
would be capable of fulfilling on the basis of om first model, it would fulfill on the 
basi of our second model also, and the remainder of our discussion will be couched 
in terms of this second model, rather than the first one. 

The Orderliness of the Inborn Neural Code.- According to the notion here adopted, 
we a sume that two neurons in the central nervous ystem, which preferentially 
respond to two different sensory stimuli that "resemble" each other, must have a 
large overlap number. We assume that in the code of the congenitally determined 
neurons there is an orderly transition to smaller and smaller overlap numbers, as 
we go from one neuron to other neurons which differ from it more and more in their 
response- pecificity. If it were otherwise, om model could not account for the 
phenomenon of the "generalization of stimuli" in the conditioned salivary reflex 
of the dog, first described by Pavlov. 

Postscript.-If our two ftmdamental po&Gulates arc correct, then it ought to be 
possible to devi e a neural network which would fully account for the phenomena 
exhibited by the conditioned responses of the autonomic nervous system. (The 
network described by Figure 1 represents a first attempt in this direction.) If one 
wanted to see, however, whether higher mental functions could be explained on the 
basis of our two fundamental postulates, then one would first have to invent ade
quate neural networks. Thus, if one wanted to see whether one could explain on this 
basis the mental functions which man is capable of performing, but the primates are 
not, one would perhaps have to invent the very same networks which are contained 
in the brain of man, but not in the brain of the primates. Clearly, this would be no 
mean task. 

The "mental capacity" of suitable neural network models, operating on the ba ·is 
of our two fundamental po tulatcs, 1night be very high. For instance, the recording 
of information such as may be contained in a simple 8cntcnce would have to tie 
down only one "transprintable" neuron. Thu , if one were to expose an individual 
to a implc sentence every 4 seconds, 24 hours a day, and if, on each such occasion, 
one would tie down one transprintablc neuron, then one would tie down just about 
109 neurons over a period of 100 years. This is one tenth of the number of nemons 
believed to be contained in the human brain. 

* This work was supported by a research grant, administered by The University of Chicago, 
of the General Medical ciences Division of the National InstiLutes of Health. 

1 Anker, H. S., Nature, 188, 938 (1960); Szilard, Leo, these PROCEEDINGS, 46, 293-302 (1960). 
2 No neuron may, however, incorporate into its cell membrane the complementary counterpart 

of a specific membrane protein which its cell membrane already contains. 
3 Pavlov, I. P., Conditioned Reflexes (Oxford UniversiLy Press, 1927). 
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Figure 1: Excitatory neurons are represented by circles and inhibitory neurons are 
represented by double circles. Excitatory synapses are represented by simple arrows, 
except if they belong to neurons which are capable of transprinting, in which case 
they are represented by double arrows. Inhibitory synapses are represented by arrows 
with a crossbar. The transprintable neuron E is represented by a dotted circle. 
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The subject matter of this paper is a hypothetical biological process on which 

the capability of the Central Nervous System to record and to recall a sensory exper-

ience might conceivably be based. It may be open to doubt whether one knows enough 

about the living cell to be able to say anything with reasonable assurance about the 

molecular processes that the brain employs. Still, with luck, one might perhaps guess 

correctly the general nature of these processes. To what extent we may have succeeded 

in cluing so, remains to be seen. 

The Efficacy of a Synapse Bridging Two Neurons 

Our neural network models involve excitatory neurons and inhibitory neurons 

(of the kind which exert a post-synaptic inhibitory effeet). 

Let us consider an excitatory neuron which contacts through a synapse another 

neuron. If such an excitatory neuron sends a volley of nerve impulses to this synapse, 

then a certain quantity of an excitatory "transmitter substance" is released in the 

vicinity of the pre-synaptic membrane which diffuses across a gap --the synaptic cleft 

--into the post-synaptic neuron and raises the level of excitation of that neuron by 

a certain amount. We shall designate this excitatory transmitter substance as 

"acetylcholine" --in quotes. The "acetylcholine" which diffuses into the post-

synaptic neuron is destroyed, in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane, by an 

enzyme which we shall designate as "choline esterase" --in quotes. 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is released in the vicinity of the pre-

synaptic membrane is a function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which reach the 

synapse and we shall designate this rate as the "signal intensity". For the sake of --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*This work was supported by a research grant, administered by The University of Chicago, 
of the General Medical Division of the National Institutes of Health. 
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simplicity, we shall assume that the "signal intensity" is for all synapses the same 

function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which are fed into the synapse. 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is destroyed in the post-synaptic neuron is 

proportional to the product of the concentration of "acetylcholine" and the concentra

tion cf. the enzyme "choline esterase" in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane. 

Therefore, if, at a given point in time, nerve impulses of a certain frequency begin 

to arrive at a synapse, the "acetylcholine" concentration will begin to rise and will 

asymptotically approach a limit in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane, which 

is proportional to the "signal intensity" and inversely proportional to the concentra

tion of "choline esterase", prevailing in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane. 

The "acetylcholine" concentration which is asymptotically approached at the post

synaptic membrane constitutes the "excitatory input", which is received from the synapse 

by the post-synaptic neuron. On this basis we may then say that, for any given signal 

intensity, the excitatory input received from a given synapse by the post-synaptic 

neuron is inversely propor.tional to the "choline esterase" concentration prevailing in 

the vicinity of the post-s,Ynaptic membrane of that synapse. 

We assume that the enzyme "choline esterase" is inactivated at the post-synaptic 

membrane in different synapses at different rates and that this rate of inactivation 

is determined by the chemical specificities of the two neurons which are bridged by 

the synapse. We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, however, that the enzyme 

"choline esterase" is produced at the same rate in all excitatory neurons. 

We designate as the "efficacy" of the synapse the "excitatory input" which a 

post-synaptic neuron receives from that synapse, per unit of "signal intensity". 

On the basis of the above assumptions we may then say that the efficacy of the synapse 

is inversely proportional to the rate at which "choline esterase" is inactivated at 

the post-synaptic membrane which, in turn, is determined by the chemical specificities 

of the two neurons which are bridged by the synapse. 
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The Rate of Inactivation of "Choline esterase" 

We assume that neurons which differ from each other in their response-specificity 

contain a different set of certain specific proteins in their cell membrane. We shall 

refer hereafter to these proteins as the "specific membrane proteins". 

\ole postulate that to each "specific membrane protein", there exists a complementary 

specific membrane protein and that a specific membrane protein molecule can combine 

with its complementary counterpart, just as an antibody molecule can combine with a 

molecule of its antigen. Accordingly, two complementary specific membrane proteins 

may behave as if they were, so to speak, each other's antibodies, as well as each other's 

antigens. 

When an antibody molecule combines with an antigen molecule it undergoes an 

allosteric transition and an antibody molecule, when it is thus "dimerized", can bind 

complement. We assume that quite similarly a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", 

when it combines with its complementary counterpart, undergoes an allosteric transition 

and, when it is thus "dimerized", it can bind --and not only bind but also inactivate --

the enzyme "choline esterase". 

The gap (synaptic cleft) between the pre-synaptic membrane andfue post-synaptic 
0 

membrane is estimated to be about 200 A wide. According to the notions here adopted, 

there must be, however, a number of places within the active zones of the two synaptic 

membranes at which this gap is narrowed down, so that the pre-synaptic membrane and the 

post-synaptic membrane are in physical contact. We assume that at such a point of 

contact, a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", located in the post-synaptic 

membrane, can ''dimerize" across the synaptic gap, with its complementary counterpart, 

located in the pre-synaptic membrane. The number of such "dimers", contained within 

the active zone of the synaptic membranes, would then determine the rate at which the 

enzyme "choline esterase" is inactivated at the post-synaptic membrane. 
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Let us now consider two neurons, A and B, which are bridged by a synapse. 

Neuron A is characterized by a set (a) of specific membrane proteins, which are present 

in its cell membrane and neuron B is characterized by another set, (b). We shall 

designate as the "overlap number" of these two neurons the number of specific membrane 

proteins contained within the set (a) which have their complementary counterpart cont

ained within the set (b) [or ~ce versa]. 

From this overlap number we may compute the "efficacy" of the synapse which 

bridges these two neurons. In order to simplify this computation we shall assume that 

the area of the active zone of the synaptic membrane is the same for all synapses, and 

also assume, that the concentration of each "specific membrane protein" in the cell 

membrane is the same for any given neuron. On the basis of these simplifying assump

tions, we may then say that the number of "dimers" contained within the active zone of 

the membrane of a synapse, which bridges neuron A and neuron B, is determined either by 

the . ratio of the overlap number to the total number of specific membrane proteins of 

neuron A, or by the ratio of the overlap number to the total number of specific membrane 

proteins of neuron B --whichever ratio is smaller. We shall designate the smaller one 

of these two ratios as the "overlap fraction" of the neurons A and B. Accordingly, we 

may then say that the "efficacy" of a synapse bridging two neurons is proportional to 

the overlap fraction of the two neurons. This is the first fundamental postulate of 

our model. 

We assume that the same holds true also for the synapses of our inhibitory 

neurons, except that in this case the "transmitter substance" which diffuses across the 

synaptic gap into the post-synaptic neuron lowers, rather than raises, the level of 

excitation of the post-synaptic neuron. 

The Transprinting of Neurons: 

We divide neurons of the Central Nervous System into two broad classes: the 

'congenitally-determined"- neurons and the 'memory" neurons. We designate the neurons 
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which attain their full chemical specificity of their cell membrane during the devel

opment of the individual (mostly during embryonal life and at the latest during the 

early post-natal period) as "congenitally-determined" neurons. If all the neurons of 

the Central Nervous System were of this sort then the individual would not be able to 

learn and his behavior would be wholly governed by the inborn reflexes. According to 

the notions here adopted, an adult can learn, and recall what he has learned, because 

his Central Nervous System contains "memory neurons" and each of these can, once in a 

lifetime, acquire an additional set of specific membrane proteins, through a process 

which we designate as "transprinting". 

We assume that when a memory neuron fires then those parts of the cell membrane, 

(covering its cell body and its dendrites), which constitute the active zones of the 

post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for specific membrane proteins. We further 

assume that if, on such an occasion, a specific memb.rane protein penetrates into the 

memory neuron from a pre-synaptic neuron, then it inducesin the memory neuron the 

complementary specific membrane protein --just as an antigen induces its antibody if it 

penetrates into certain lymphatic cells of the rabbit. 

We assume tliat there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which are 

capable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron. We assume that if 

such a "congenitally-determined" neuron fires then those parts of its cell membrane 

(covering the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the active zones 

of the pre-synaptic membranes become permeable for its specific membrane proteins. 

Let us now consider what happens if a ' "congenitally-determined" neuron of this 

sort, which contacts a memory neuron through a synapse, fires "simultaneously", with 

this memory neuron, so that for a period of time both the pre-synaptic and post

synaptic membranes are permeable for the specific membrane proteins. If this takes 

place then the specific membrane proteins of the pre-synaptic neuron will penetrate 

into the memory neuron and induce .in the memory neuron their complementary counterparts. 
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If several such pre-synaptic neurons fire simultaneously with the memory neuron, then 

the memory neuron will on such an occasion acquire the sets of specific membrane 

proteins which are complementary to the sets of all of these pre-synaptic neurons. (l) 
This is the process of transprinting. Its occurrence as an "all or none" process, 

constitutes our second fundamental postulate. 

We shall refer to memory neurons before they are transprinted, as "transprint-

able" neurons and, thereafter, we shall refer to them as "transprinted" neurons. "Trans-

printed"neurons are like "congenitally-determined" neurons ·inasmuch as they may trans.:. 

print 'transprintable" neurons. 

If a neuron participates in the transprinting of a "transprintable" neuron then 

we may expect this neuron and the "transprinted" neuron to have a large overlap fraction 

and, accordingly, we may expect synapses bridging these two neurons to have a high 

efficacy. 

The Conditioned Response 

In order to illustrate how transprinting may take place, we shall use as an 

example, the c.lassical (Pavlovian) conditioning of the salivary reflex of the dog. ( 2) 

We shall indicate on this occasion, however, only rather sketchily what takes place 

during conditioning. 

When "food" is introduced into the mouth of a dog, the dog responds with saliv-

ation. This is the inborn, or unconditioned, response. Let us now expose the dog to 

a compound stimulus which has an auditory, as well as a visual, component and let us 

before the compound stimulus is turned off --place "food" into the mouth of the dog. 

If, after several such "conditioning exposures", the dog is then presented for the first 

time with the compound stimulus, unreinforced, on this occasion, by the introduction 

of "food" into its mouth, the dog may be expected to salivate. This is the conditioned 

response. 

(l)No neuron may, however, incorporate into its cell membrane the complementary counter
part of a specific membrane protein which its cell membrane already contains. 
(2)I.P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, Oxford University Press, 1927. 

' ------------~----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
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We assume that there is a neuron F in the Central Nervous System, characterized 

by the set (f), which preferentially responds to the stimulus of "food in the mouth". 

Moreover, we shall assume in particular that the signal to which the neuron F responds 

is the "onset" of this stimulus. As shown in Figure 1, the neuron F is connected through 

a synapse to an Effector neuron, which innervates the salivary gland. This Effector 

neuron is characterized by the set (f), where (f) denotes a set of specific membrane 

proteins which is complementary to the set (f). Because the overlap fraction of the 

neuron A and the Effector neuron is ~' the synapses which bridge these two neurons 

have a high efficacy. Therefore, placing "food" into the dog's mouth may be expected 

to cause the dog to salivate. 

In order to account for the conditioned response, we postulate the existence of 

a numb~.r of groups of transprintable neurons E. Each of these groups may consist of 

several hundred neurons E, all of which have the following in common. The neuron F 

contacts through a synapse each of the neurons E and in turn each neuron E contacts, 

through a synapse, an inter-neuron FI [characterized by the set (f) + (l)] which in 

turn contacts, through a synapse, the Effector neuron. 

Until something happens which is "significant" from the point of view of the 

salivary reflex, all the transprintable neurons E are repressed, because they are 

inhibited by signals which are continuously being sent out by the inhibitory neuron E* 

[characterized by the set (e)]. This inhibition is assumed to be strong enough to 

prevent a transprintable neuron E to fire, even if it should receive a substantial 

aggregate "excitatory input", because the overlap fraction of the inhibitory neuron E* 

and of the transprintable neuron E is ~· It should be noted, however, that after the 

neuron E is transprinted and acquires a set of specific membrane proteins which is 

composed of a large number of such proteins, then its overlap fraction with the 

inhibitory neuron E* is reduced by a substantial factor and the efficacy of the synapse 

bridging the two neurons is also reduced by the same factor. Accordingly, such a 
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"transprinted" neuron E may be caused to fire in spite of receiving inhibitory signals 

from the neuron E* . 

The transprintable neurons E get de-repressed if the inhibitory neuron E* is 

inhibited by signals emanating from a neural network designated as the "Derepressor". 

This will happen if the Derepressor sends out signals which are sufficiently strong 

to excite the inhibitory inter-neuron E**, which in turn will inhibit the inhibitory 

neuron E*, The Derepressor network may receive an input signal from the neuron F and 

it may also receive an input signal, via the inter-neuron FI, from neurons E. These 

two input signals counteract each other within the Derepressor, however, and they cancel 

out if the intensity of both input signals is about the same. Accordingly, the 

Derepressor will send out strong signals only if the intensities of these two input 

signals differ from each other substantially. In our second paper we shall describe a 

very simple "neural network" which would function in this fashion. 

As will be seen later, the Derepressor network may be expected to send out 

strong signals if "food" is introduced into the mouth of an unconditioned dog and to 

send out strong signals also when a dog, whose salivary reflex has been fully condition

ed to a certain stimulus, is presented with that stimulus, without having, on this 

occasion, "food"placed into its mouth. The Derepressor network will not send out 

signals, however, if the fully conditioned dog is presented with the correct stimulus 

and "food" is placed into its mouth. Accordingly, no additional neurons E would be 

transprinted as the result of such "routine exposures". 

It is probably generally true that a sensory experience is recorded only if there 

is 'significance" attached to that experience. In our model of the conditioned salivary 

reflex there is "significance" attached to the stimulus "food in the mouth" for an 

unconditioned (or not fully conditioned) dog, while for a fully conditioned dog, there 

is "significance" attached to the conditioned stimulus, but only if that stimulus is 

not accompanied by the signal "food in the mouth". 
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We shall try to indicate next in what manner a conditioned salivary response 
may be established to a compound stimulus which has a visual and an auditory compon
ent. To this end we assume that in the Central Nervous System there is a neuron AE 
which responds preferentially to the auditory component of the compound stimulus, and 
another neuron VE which responds preferentially to the visual component. These two 
neurons are characterized by the sets (a) + (e) and (v) + (e) respectively. We assume 
that the number of different specific membrane proteins contained in the neurons AE 
and VE which we designate by n(AE) and n(VE), respectively, are large compared to the 
number of different specific membrane proteins contained in the transprintable neuron 
E, which we designate by n(E). Accordingly, we have: n(AE)) n(E), and n(VE) > n(E). 

We assume that, out of a group of several hundred neurons E, a certain fraction 
is contacted through a synapse by the neuron AE, a certain fraction is contacted through 
a synapse by the neuron VE and a certain fraction is contacted by both the neuron AE, 
as well as the neuron VE. Because the neurons AE, as well as VE have an appreciable 
--even though small --overlap fraction with the transprintable neurons E, we may assume 
that if either of these two neurons fires, or if both of them fire, at a time when the 
transprintable neurons E are de-repressed, then one or more transprintable neurons will 
fire also and will on that occasion be transprinted by the neurons AE or VE or both. 
If, at the same time, the neuron F fires also, then these same neurons E will be .trans
printed also by the neuron F. The firing of neuron F alone would, however, not cause 
the neurons E to fire, even when the neurons E happen to be de-repressed because the 
neurons F and the transprintable neurons E have zero overlap. 

If the unconditioned dog is for the first time exposed to the compound stimulus, 
and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, the Derepressor network will 
send out a strong signal and one, or several, of the transprintable neurons E will be 
caused to fire. These neurons E will then be transprinted, on this occasion, with the 
the sets (f), (a) and (v). If this dog is exposed for the second time to the compound 
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stimulus and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, then the signal 

sent out by the Derepressor network will be somewhat weaker than the first time. This 

is so because the neurons E which have been transprinted, at the time of the first 

conditioning exposure, and which will be excited at the time of the second exposure, 

have a large overlap fraction with the inter-neuron FI and will, therefore, send a 

. signal to the Derepressor network which counteracts the signal received by this net

work from the neuron F. As the conditioning process is continued and .the dog is repeat

edly subjected to ·such conditioning exposures, the neurons E which are transprinted 

with the sets (f), (a) and (v) will increase in number. Finally, the Derepressor net

work will no longer send out a signal when the dog is exposed to the compound stimulus 

and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth. Such a dog is then fully 

conditioned and continuing the conditioning exposures would not make the conditioning 

any deeper. 

Let us now expose such a fully conditioned dog to the compound stimulus, unrein

forced on this occasion by the introduction of "food" into its mouth. The neurons E 

which have been transprinted during the previous conditioning exposures, with the set 

(f), as well as the sets (a) and (v) will now be caused to fire. Because of the 

substantial overlap of the transprinted neurons E, which contain the set (f), with the 

inter-neuron FI , the firing of the neurons E will lead to the firing of the inter

neuron FI and this in turn will lead to the firing of the Effector neuron. Accordingly, 

on the occasion of this exposure of the dog to the compound stimulus, the dog will 

salivate. This is the conditioned response. 

Incidentally, on this occasion when the inter-neuron FI fires, it will cause the 

Derepressor network to send out a strong signal because this network does not receive 

on this occasion a signal from the neuron F. Accordingly, on this occasion, one or 

more neurons E will get transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or both, but none of them 

will be transprinted with the set (f). Therefore, if the dog is repeatedly exposed to 
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the compound stimulus in such a fashion, i.e. without reinforcement, then the number 

of neurons E which are transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or both, but not with 

the set (f), will increase on each such occasion. The overlap fraction of these 

transprinted neurons E with the inter-neurons FI is zero and, therefore, the excit

ation of these transprinted neurons E would not contribute to the excitation of the 

Effector neuron. Their activation would, however, contribute to the excitation of the 

inhibitory neurons IE, with which the neurons E have an appreciable overlap. This is 

the reason why the accumulation of neurons E which are transprinted with (a) or {v) 

or both, but not with {f), will extinguish the previously established conditioned 

response to the compound stimulus. 

One more thing needs to be said at this point: It seems to be a fact that if 

we establish a conditioned salivary response in the dog to a compound stimulus, which 

has an auditory as well as a visual component, and if we subsequently extinguish the 

response, say to the visual component, we thereby automatically extinguish the con

ditioned response to the auditory component also. It can be shown that, in order to 

account for this fact, we must assume that the Central Nervous System contains, in 

addition to a number of neurons E which are characterized by the set {e), about an 

equal number of neurons E which are characterized by the complementary set (e), and 

that the neurons E, characterized by one of these two sets, must contact through 

synapses the neuron E, characterized by the complementary set (and vice versa). Presum

ably, this would mean that quite generally neurons characterized by complementary sets 

of specific membrane proteins must be present in about equal numbers in the Central 

Nervous System of each individual. 

The Second Model 

We may escape· this complication {if a complication it is), by assuming that 

every specific membrane protein is complementary to itself. According to this second 

model, any set of specific membrane proteins is then identical with the complementary 

set of specific membrane proteins. Thus we may write (e) in place of (e) and (f) in 
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place of (f), etc. Accordingly, in our second model, the overlap number of two sets 

is then defined as the number of specific membrane proteins which the two sets have 

in common and when transprinting takes place. the 11 transprinted 11 neuron incorporates 

the sets of specific membrane proteins of the transprinting neurons. Whatever func

tions neural networks, of the kind represented in Figure 1, would be capable of ful

filling on the basis of our first model, they would fulfill on the basis of our sec

ond model also, and the remainder of our discussion will be couched in terms of this 

second model rather than the first one. 

The Orderliness of the Inborn Neural Code 

According to the notions here adopted, we assume that two neurons 1n the Central 

Nervous System, which preferentially respond to two different sensory stimuli that 

11resemble" each other, must have a large· overlap number. We assume that in the code of 

the congenitally-determined neurons there is an orderly transition to smaller and smaller 

overlap numbers, as we go from one neuron to other neurons which differ from it more 

and more in their response-specificity. If it were otherwise, our model could not ~cc

ount for the phenomenon of the "generalization11 of stimuli in the conditioned salivary 

reflex of the dog, first described by Pavlov. 

Postcript 

If our two fundamental postulates are correct, then it ought to be possible to 

devise a neural network which would fully account for the phenomena exhibited by the 

conditioned responses of the autonomous nervous system. (The network described by 

Figure 1 represents a first attempt in this direction). If one wanted to see, however, 

whether higher mental functions could be explained on the basis of our two fundamental 

postulates, then one would first have to invent adequate neural networks. Thus, if 

one wanted to see whether one could explain on this basis the mental functions which 

man is capable of performing, but the primates are not, one would perhaps have to in

vent the very same networks which· are contained in the brain of man, but not in the 
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brain of the primates. Clearly, this would be no mean task. 

The "mental capacity" of suitable neural network models, operating on the basis 

of our two fundamental postulates, might be very high. For instance, the recording of 

information such as may be contained in a "simple sentence" would have to tie down only 

one "transprintable" neuron. Thus, if one were to expose an individual to a simple 

sentence every four seconds, twenty-four hours a day, and if, on each such occasion, 

one would tie down one"transprintable"neuron, then one would tie down just about 109 

neurons over a period of one hundred years. This is about one tenth of the number of 

neurons believed to be contained in the human brain. 

THE END 
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The subj ect of this paper is a hypothetical biological process on which 

the capabil i ty of the Central Nervous System to record and to recall a sensory 

experience might conceivably be based o · It may be open to doubt whether one knows 

enough about the living cell to be able to say anything with reasonable assurance 

about the molecular processes that the brain employs o Still, with luck, one might 

perhaps guess correctly · the general nature of these processes o To what extent we 

may have succeeded in ·doing so , remains to be seen o 

The Efficacr of d·a Synapse Bridging Two Neurons: The neural network models which we 

shall be using here are based on excitatory neurons, as well as inhibitory neurons 

of one parti cu l ar kind, · the kind having post-synaptic inhibitory action o 

Let us consider an excitatory neuron which contacts through a synapse another 

neuron o If such an excitatory neuron sends a volley of nerve impulses to this 

synapse , t hen a · certain"quantity' of · an ·excitatory "transmitter substance" is released 

in the vi cinity of the · pre-synaptic membrane which diffuses across a gap - the 

synaptic cleft - into the post-synaptic neuron and raises the level of excitation of 

that neuron by a certain amount o We shall designate this excitatory transmitter 

subs tance as " acetylcholine'' - in quotes o The "acetylcholine" which diffuses into 

the post- synaptic neuron is destroyed, in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane, 

by an enzyme which we shall ·designate as ''choline esterase" - in quotes o 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is released in the vicinity of the pre-

synaptic membrane is a function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which reach 

the synapse and we shall designate this rate as the "signal intensity" o For the sake 
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of simplicity, we shall · assume that the "signal intensity'' is for all synapses the 

same function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which are fed into the synapse o 

The rate · at which "acetylcholine" is destroyed in the post-synaptic neuron is 

proportional · to t he · product · of the· concentration of "acetylcholine" and the 

concentration of the enzyme ''choline esterase" in the vicinity of the post-synaptic 

membr aneo Therefore, if, at a given point in time, nerve impulses of a certain 

frequency begin to arrive at a synapse, the "acetylcholine" concentration will begin 

to rise and will asymptotically· approach a limit in the vicinity of the post

synaptic membrane, which is proportional to the "signal intensity" and inversely 

proportional to the concentration of "choline esterase", prevailing in the vicinity 

of the post-synaptic membrane o The "acetylcholine" concentration which is asymptotic~ 

ally approached at the post- synaptic membrane const;itutes the "excitatory input" ~ which 

is received from the synapse by the post-synaptic neuron o On this basis we may then 

say that, for any given ''signal intensity", the excitatory input received from a 

given synapse by the post-synaptic neuron is inversely proportional to the "choline 

esterase" concentration· prevailing in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane of 

that synapse o 

We assume that the enzyme "choline esterase" is inactivated at the post

synaptic membrane in different synapses at different rates and that this rate of 

inactivation is determined by the chemical specificities of the two neurons which are 

bridged by the synapse o We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, however, that 

tl1"" .·:.&';yme "choline esterase" is produced at the same rate in all excitatory neurons o 

We designate as the "efficacy" of the synapse the "excitatory input" which a 

post- synaptic neuron receives from that synapse per unit of "signal intensity" o On 

the basis of the above assumptions we may then say that the efficacy of the synapse 

is proportional to the rate at which "choline esterase" is inactivated at the 

post-synaptic membrane which, in turn , is determined by the chemical specific ities 

of the two neurons which are bridged by the synapse o 



The Rate . of .. Inactivation of ucholine esterase": We assume that neurons which differ 

from each other in their response-specificity contain .a different· set of- certain 

specific proteins · in their cell membraneo We shall refer hereafter to these proteins 

as the "specific membrane proteins" o 

We postulate that to ·· each "specific membrane protein", there exists a comple-

mentary specific membrane protein and that a specific membrane protein molecule can 

combine wi t h its complementary counterpart, just as an antibody molecule can combine 

with a molecule of its · antigen. Accordingly9 two complementary specific membrane 

proteins may behave as if they were, so to speak, each other's antibodies, as well 

as each other's antigens. 

When an antibody molecule combines with an antigen molecule it undergoes an 

allosteric transition and an antibody molecule, when it is thus "dimerized", can bind 

complement . We assume · that quite similarly a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", 

when it combines with its complementary counterpart, undergoes an allosteric trans-

ition and, when it is thus "dimerized", it can bind - and not only bind but also in-

activate - the enzyme "choline esterase". 

The gap (synaptic ·cleft) between the pre-synaptic membrane and the post-synaptic 
0 

membrane -i s estimated to "be· about 200 A wide . According to the notions here adopted, 

there must be 9 however, a number of places within the active zones of the two synaptic 

membranes at which this gap is ·narrowed down, so that the pre-synaptic membrane and 

the post-synaptic membrane are in physical contact o We assume that at such a point 

:" f contact ~ a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", located in the post-synaptic 

membrane, can "dimerize" across the synaptic gap, with its complementary counterpart, 

located · in the pre-synapticmembrane. The number of such "dimers", contained within 

the active zone of · the synaptic membranes, would then determine the rate at which the 

enzyme "choline esterase" is inactivated at the post-synaptic membrane. 

Let us now consider two neurons, A and B, which are bridged by a synapse o 

Neuron A is characterized by a set, (a), of specific membrane proteins, which are present 
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in its cel l membrane ·and neuron Bis characterized by another set, (b)o We shall 

designate as the "overlap · number" of these two neurons the number of specific 

membrane proteins ·contained within the set (a) which have their complementary 

counterpart contained ·within the set (b) [or vice versa] o 

From this overlap number we may compute the "efficacy" of the synapse which 

bridges these two neurons o In order to simplify this computation we shall assume 

that the area of the active zone of the synaptic membrane is the same for all 

synapses, · and also assume, that the concentration of each "specific membrane protein" 

in the cell membrane is the same for any given neuron o On the basis of these 

simplifying assumptions, ·we may then say that the number of "dimers" contained 

within the · active · zone -of the membrane of a synapse, which bridges neuron A and 

neuron B' is determined ·either by the ratio of the "overlap number" to the total number 

of ·specific · membrane proteins of neuron A, or by the ratio of the "overlap number" to 

the total number of specific membrane proteins of neuron B - whichever ratio is 

smaller o We shall designate the smaller one of these two ~atios as the "overlap 

frac t ion" of the neurons · A and B. Accordingly, we may then say that the "efficacy" 

of a synapse bridging · two neurons is proportional to the overlap fraction of the two 

neurons o This is the first fundamental postulate of our modelo · 

We assume that the same holds true also for the synapses of our inhibitory 

neurons, except _that · in this case the "transmitter substance" which diffuses across 

the synaptic ·gap into the post-synaptic neuron lowers, rather than raises, the level 

of excitation of the post-synaptic neuron o 

The Transprinting of Neurons: We divide neurons of the Central Nervous System into 

two broad classes ~ the · "congenitally-determined" neurons and the "memory" neurons o 

We designate the neurons which attain their full chemical specificity of their cell 

membrane during the ·development of the individual (mostly during embryonal life and 

at the latest during the early post-natal period) as "congenitally-determined" 

neurons o If all the neurons of the Central Nervouse System were of this sort then 
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the individual would not be able to learn and his behavi-0r would be wholly gov-

erned by the ·inborn ·reflexes. According to the notions here adopted, an adult 

can learn , and recall ·what he has learned , because his Central Nervous System 

contains "memory ·neurons" and each of these can, once in a lifetime, acquire an 

addit i onal set of specific ·membrane proteins, through a process which we designate 

as "transprinting" . 

We assume that there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which 

are capable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron and that if a 

"congenitally-determined" neuron of this class fires, then those parts of its cell 

membrane (covering · the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the 

active zones of the pre-synaptic membranes become permeable for the specific membrane 

proteins . Similarly; we assume that when a memory neuron fires, then those parts of 

the cell membrane, (covering its cell body and its dendrites) which constitute the 

active zones of the post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for the specific 

membrane proteins . Accordingly, if a "congenitally-determined" neuron of this class 

contacts a memory neuron· through a synapse and if both neurons fire "simultaneously" 

so that for a period of time both the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane 

is permeable for the specific membrane proteins, then the specific membrane proteins 

of the pre-synaptic "congenitally-determined" neuron will diffuse through the pre-

synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane into the post-synaptic memory neuron . .li2. 

postulate that if · a specific membrane protein penetrates in this fashion into · a 

memory neur on it induces in the memory neuron the complementary specific membrane 

protein - just as an antigen induces its antibody, if it penetrates into certain 

lymphatic cells of the rabbit . (l) If several such pre-synaptic neurons fire simultaneously 

with the memory neuron, then the memory neuron will on such an occasion acquire the 

sets of specific membrane proteins which are complementary to the sets of all of 

these pre- synaptic neurons . (Z) This is the process of transprinting . Its occurrence 

as an "all or none" ·processa constitutes our second ·fundamental postulate. 

(1) HoSo Anker, Nature, ~ 938, 1960 
Leo Szilard, Proc~ Nat . Acad . Sc . March, 1960 



We shall refer to memory neurons before they are transprinted, as "trans-

printable" neurons, and, thereafter, we shall refer to them as "transprinted" 

neurons. "Transpri nted11 neurons resemble "congenitally-determined" neurons, in 

that they ·may transprint "transprintable" neurons. 

If a neuron ·participates in the · transprinting of a "transprintable" neuron 

then we may ·expect · this ,neuron and the "transprinted" neuron · to have a large over-

lap fraction anda accordingly, we may expect synapses bridging these two neurons ·to 

have a ·high efficacy. 

The Conditioned Response: In order to illustrate how transprinting may take place, 

we shall use as · an example, the classical (Pavlovian) conditioning of the salivary 

reflex of the dog. <3> We shall indicate on this occasion, however, only rather 

sketchily what takes place during conditioning . 

When "food" is introduced into the mouth of a dog, the dog responds with saliv-

ation. This is the inborn, or unconditioned, response. Let us now expose the dog 

to a compound stimulus ' which has an auditory, as well as a visual, component and let 

us - before the compound· stimulus is turned off - place "food" into the mouth of the 

dog . If, · after several · such ·uconditioning exposures", the dog is then presented for 

the first time with the ·compound stimulus, unreinforced on this occasion by the 

introduction of ufood" ·· into · its mouth, the dog may be expected to salivate . This is 

the conditioned response. 

We assume· that there is· a neuron F in the Central Nervous System, characterized 

by the set (f), which preferentially responds to the stimulus of "food in the mouth". 

Moreover, we · shall assume, in particular, that the signal to which the neuron F 

responds is the "onset" of· this stimulus . 

As shown in Figure 1, the neuron F is connected through a synapse to an Effector 

neuron, which innervates the salivary gland . This Effector neuron is characterized 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(2) No neuron may, however; incorporate into its cell membrane the complementary 

counterpart of a specific membrane protein which its cell membrane already contains. 

(3) I . P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, Oxford University Press, 1927. 
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by the set (£),where (£) -denotes a set of specific membrane proteins which is 

complementary to the - set (£) . Because the overlap fraction of the neuron A and the 

Effector neuron is ~' the synapses which bridge these two neurons have a high 

effi cacy . Therefore, placing "food" into · the dog's mouth may be expected to cause 

the dog to salivate . 

In order t o · account -- for · the· conditioned· response; we postulate the existence 

of a number of groups· of · transprintable neurons E. Each of these groups may consist 

of several hundred neurons E, all of which have the following in connnon. The neuron F 

contacts throu2h a synapse each of the neurons E and in turn each neuron E contacts, 

through a synapse, ·· an· inter-neuron FI [characterized by the set (f) .f- (t)] which in 

turn c'ontacts, through a · synapse, ·the Effector neuron. 

Until · something happens · which is "significant" from the poipt of view of the 

salivary reflex, all ' the transprintable ·neurons E are repressed, because they are 

inhibited by · signals which• are continuously being sent out by the inhibitory neurons E* 

[characterized ·by the set (e)J• · This inhibition is asslUlled to be strong enough to 

prevent a transprintable neuron E to fire, even if it should receive a substantial 

aggregate "excitatory · input'', because the overlap fraction of the inhibitory neuron E* 

and of the transprintable neuron E is~· It should be noted, however, that after 

t he neuron E is transprinted and acquires a set of specific membrane proteins which 

is composed of a large number of such proteins, then its overlap fraction with the 

i nhibitory neuron E* is reduced by a substantial factor and the efficacy of the synapse 

hridging the two neurons is also reduced by the same factor. Accordingly, such a 

"transprinted" neuron E may be caused to fire in spite of receiving inhibitory signals 

from the neuron E* . 

The transprintable neurons E get de-repressed if the inhibitory neuron E* is 

inhibited by signals emanating from a neural network designated as the "Derepressor". 

This will happen if the Derepressor sends out signals which are sufficiently strong 

to excite · the inhibitory inter-neuron E**, which in turn will inhibit the inhibitory 



neuron E* o The Derepressor network may receive an input signal from the neuron F and 

it may also receive an input signal ·, via the inter-neuron FI, from neurons Ea These 

two input · signals counteract each other · within the Derepressor, however, and they 

cancel out if the intensity of · both input signals is about the same o Accordingly, 

the Derepressor will send out strong signals only if the intensities of these two 

input signals differ from · each· other substantiallyo In our second paper we shall 

describe a very simple "neural network" which would function in this fashion o 

As will be seen later, the Derepressor network may be expected to send out 

strong signals if "food" is introduced into the mouth of an inconditioned dog and to 

send out strong signals also when a dog, whose salivary reflex has been fully 

conditioned to a certain stimulus, is presented with that stimulus, without having, 

on this occasion, "food" placed into its mouth. The Derepressor network will not 

send out signals, however, if the fully conditioned dog is presented with the correct 

stimulus · and "food" is placed into its mouth . Accordingly, no additional neurons E 

would be transprinted as the result of such "routine exposures"o 

It is probably generally true that a sensory experience is recorded only if 

there is "significance" attached to that experience . In our model of the conditioned 

salivary reflex there · is "significance" attached to the stimulus "food in the mouth" 

for an unconditioned (or not fully conditioned) dog, while for a fully conditioned 

dog, there is "significance" attached to the conditioned stimulus, but only if that 

stimulus is not accompanied by the signal "food in the mouth" . 

We shall try to indicate next in what manner a conditioned salivary response 

may be established · to a· compound stimulus which has a visual and an auditory compon

ent . To this end we assume that in the Central Nervous System there is a neuron AE 

which responds preferentially to the auditory component of the compound stimulus, and 

another neuron VE which responds preferentially to the visual component . These two 

neurons are characterized by the sets (a).+ (e) and (v)4'-(e) respectivelyo We 

assume that the number of· different specific membrane proteins contained in the 

neurons AE and VE, · which· we designate by n(~ and n(VE), respectively, are large 



compared to the ·number of different specific membrane proteins contained in the 

transprintable neuron E, which we designate by n(E) o Accordingly, we haveg 

n(AE)7n(E), and n (VE)>n(E) o 

We assume t hat, out of a group of several hundred neurons E, a certain 

fraction is cont acted through a synapse by the neuron AE, a certain fraction is 

contac ted through a synapse by the neuron VE and a certain fraction is contacted 

by both the neuron AE, ·as ·well as the neuron VE o Because the neuron AE, as well as 

the neuron VE has an appreciable - even though small - overlap fraction with the trans

printable neurons E, we may assume that if either of these two neurons fires, or if 

both of them fire, at · a time when the transprintable neurons E are de-repressed, 

then one or more transprintable neurons E will fire also and will on that occasion be 

transprinted by the neurons AE or VE or botho If, at the same time, the neuron F 

fires also, then these same neurons E will be transprinted also by the neuron Fo 

The firing of neuron F alone would, however, not cause the neuron E to fire, even 

when the neurons E happen to be de-repressed, because the neurons F and the trans

printable neurons E have zero overlap o 

If the unconditioned dog is for the first time exposed to the compound stimulus, 

and at the same time ''food11 is introduced into its mouth, the Derepressor network 

will send out a strong signal and one, or several, of the transprintable neurons E 

will be caused to fire o These neurons E will then be transprinted, on this occasion, 

with the sets (f), (';') and (v). If this dog is exposed, for the second time, to the 

compound stimulus and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, then 

the signal sent out by the Derepressor network will be somewhat weaker than the first 

time o This is so because the neurons E which have been transprinted, at the time of 

the first conditioning exposure, and which will be excited at the time of the second 

exposure, have a large overlap fraction with the inter-neuron FI and will , therefore, 

send a signal to the Derepressor network which counteracts the signal received by 

this network from the neuron ·Fo As the conditioning process is continued and the 

dog is repeatedly subjected to such "conditioning exposures", the neurons E which are trans- . 
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printed with the sets (f); ( a) and (v) will increase in number o Finally ~ the 

Derepressor network will no longer send out a signal when the dog is exposed to the 

compo?md stimulus and· at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth o Such a 

dog is then ful ly conditioned· and continuing the conditioning exposures would not 

make the conditioning any deepero 

Let us now expose · such a fully conditioned dog to the compound stimulus, 

unreinforced on this occasion by the introduction· of "food" into its mouth c The 

neurons E which have been transprinted during the previous conditioning exposures, 

with the set (f) j) as well as the sets (a) and (v) will now be caused to fireo 

Because of the substantial · overlap of the transprinted neurons E, which contain the 

set (f)9 ·with the ·inter-neuron FI, the firing of the neurons E will lead to the 

firing of the inter~neuron FI and this in turn will lead to the firing of the 

Effector neurone · Accordingly, on the occasion of this unreinforced exposure of the dog 

t o the compound stimulus, the dog will salivate o This is the conditioned responseo 

Incidentally 9 on this occasion when the inter-neuron FI fires, it will cause 

the Derepressor network to send out a strong signal because this network does not 

receive on this occasion a signal from the neuron Fo Accordingly, on this occasion, 

one or more neurons E will get transprinted with the sets (a), or (v) or both, but 

none of them will · be · transprinted with the set (f) o Therefore, if the dog is 

repeatedly exposed to the compound stimulus in such a fashion, Le o without rein

forcement, then the ntunber of neurons E which are transprinted with the sets (a) or 

(':':') ~r both 9 but not with the set (f), will increase on each such occasion o The 

overlap fraction of these· transprinted neurons E with the inter-neurons FI is zero 

and therefore, the excitation· of these transprinted neurons E would not con~ribute 

to the excitation of the ·Effector neuron e Their activation would, however, 

contribute · to the excitation of the inhibitory neurons IE*, with which the neurons E 

have an appreciable overlapo This is the reason why the accumulation of neurons E 

which are transprinted with (a) or (v) or both, but not with (f), will extinguish 
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the previously established conditioned response to the compound stimulus o 

Note to the First Model ~ 

One more thing needs · to be said at this point~ It seems to be a fact that if 

we establish a conditioned ,salivary response in the dog to a compound stimulus, which 

has ""f.l auditory as · well as a · visual component, and if we subsequently extinguish the 

responsev say to t he -visual component, we thereby automatically extinguish the 

conditioned response to · the· auditory component also o It can be shown that, in order 

to account f or this fact, . we must assume in our model that the Central Nervous System 

contains, in addition to · a number of neurons E which are characterized by the set (e), 

an about equal ntnnber of· neurons E which are characterized by the complementary set (e), 

and t hat the neurons· E9·characterized by one of these two sets, must contact through 

synapses the neurons· E, characterized by the complementary set (and vice versa). 

Presumably ,-this · would mean that quite generally neurons characterized by complementary 

sets of specific membrane ' proteins must be present in about equal numbers in the 

Central Nervous System ·of · each individual o 

The Second Model: · We may escape this complication (if a complication it is), .EI, 

assuming that every specific membrane protein is complementary to itself o According 

to t his second; alternative, model, any set of specific membrane proteins is then 

idendcal with the complementary set of specific membrane proteins . Thus we may write 

(e) in place of (e) and (f) in place of (f), etc . Accordingly, in our second model, 

the overlap -number of two sets is then defined as the ntnnber of specific membrane 

~!9=teil!§, which the two sets have in connnon and when transprinting takes place. the 

"transprinted" neuron incorporates the sets of specific membrane proteins of the 

transprinting neurons o Whatever functions neural networks, of the kind represented 

in Figure l~ would be ·capable of fulfilling on the basis of our first model, they 

would fulfill on the basis of our second model also, and the remainder of our dis

cussion will be couched in terms of this second model, rather than the first one o 

The Orderliness of the Inborn Code: According to the notions here adoptedp 

we assume that two neurons in the Central Nervous System, which preferentially 

respond to two ·different sensory stimuli that "resemble" each other, must have a 
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large overlap number. We assume that in the code of the "congenitally-determined" 

neurons there is an orderly transition to smaller and smaller overlap numbers, as 

we go from one neuron to other neurons which differ from it more and more in their 

response-specificity. If · it ·were otherwise, our model could not account for the 

phenomenon of · the "generalization of stimuli'' in the ~onditioned s~livary reflex of 

the dog , first described by Pavlov. 

Postscript: If our · two fundamental postulates are correct, then it ought to be 

possible to devise a neural, network whtch would fully account for the phenomena 

exhibited · by the conditioned responses of the aµtonomous nervous system. (The 

network described by Figure l repre~ents a first attempt in this direction). If one 

wanted to see, however, whether higher mental functiona could be explained on the 

basis of ·our · two fundamental postulates, then one would first have to invent 

adequate neural ·networks• · Thus, if one wanted to see whether one could explain on 

this basis the mental functions which man is capable of performing, but the primates 

are not, one would perhaps have ·· to invent the very same networks which are contained 

in the brain of man, but not in the brain of the pri~ates. Clearly, this would be 

no mean task . 

The "mental capacity" of suitable neural network models, operating on the basis 

of our two fundamental postulates, might be very high. For instance, the recording 

of information such as may · be contained in a "simple sentence" would have to tie 

down only one "transprintable"neuron. Thus, if one were to . expo~e an_ individual to 

a stmple sentence every four seconds, twenty.,.four .hours a day, and if, on each such 

occasion , one ·would tie down one "transprintable" neuron, then one would tie down just 

about 109 neurons, over a period of one hundred year~. This is about one tenth of the 

number of neurons to be contained in the human brain. 

THE END 
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The subject matter of this paper is a hypothetical biological process on which 

the capability of the Central Nervous Sys t em to record and to r ec;:_l c: ,Se r'f~SIY"Y 

experience m·ght conce ivably be based. I .: may be open o doubt whe he r one knmvs 

enough about the living cell to be able to say anyth ing with reasonable assurance 

about the molecular processes that the brain employs. Still , with luck, one might 
ca.r!"e£.) 

perhaps guessrthe general nature of these processes. To what extent we may have 

neuron. If such an excitatory neuron sends a volley of nerve impulses to this synapse, 

then a certain quantity of an excitatory "transmitter substance" is released in the 

vicinity of the pre-synaptic membrane which diffuses across a gap - -the synaptic 

cleft-- into the post-synaptic neuron and raises the level of excitation of that 

neuron~ertain amount. We ·shall designate this excitatory transmitter substance as 

"acetylcholine" --in quotes. The "acetylcholine" which diffuses into the post-

~ynapt ic neuron is des troyed
1
in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane

1
by an 

enzyme \vhich we shall designate as "choline esterase" --in quotes. 

·'· 
''.:-h~s work was supported by a research grant, administered by The University of 
Chicago, of the General Medical Division of the National Institutes of Health . 
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The rate at which "acetylcholine" is released in the vicinity of the pre-

synaptic membrane is a function of the frequency of the nerve i mpulses whi ch re ach 

the synapse and we shall designate this rate as the " signal in tens ity". For the s ake 

of simplicity, we shall assume that the " sign.::l inte: ,.,;:.;:y" :.a f o::: a ll s y~cpses t he 

same function of the frequency of the nerve impulses whic are fed into the synapse. -ee-
_i.,e • .-., §iven freq'IQ'AQY e£ tke A&!''Ye-i.mpul ses-WOl!"ld ptb~Cff'~!'l'i~lS)'y)'lff't.&&p~see.es--tt;;l:·hl.lie...il-

The ra a · which "acetylcholine" is c.:,..; t:oj·.:! in the post-synapi: ... c neuron is 

proportional to the product of the concentration of "acetylcholine" and the concentra-

tion of the enzyme "choline esterase" in th~ vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane. 

Therefore, if, at a given point in time, nerve impulses of a certain frequency begin 

to arrive at a synapse, the "acetylcholine" concentration will begin to rise and will 

/( asymptotically approach a limit in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane1 which 

is proportional to the 'signal intensity" and inversely proportional to the concentra-

tion of "choline esterase", prevailing in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane. 

The "acetylcholine" concentration which is asymptotically approached at the post
Co.>s\"l\''-'\c~..J 

synaptic membrane 4-s-[tlie "excitatory input"Jwhich is received from the synapse by the 

post-synaptic neuron. On this basis we may· then say that, for any given signal 

intensity, the excitatory input received from a given synapse by the post-synaptic 

neuron is inversely proportional to the. '.'choline esterase" concentration prevailing 

in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane of that synapse. 

We assume that the enzyme "choline esterase" is inactivated at the post-synaptic 

membrane {at.-d-if~~;;~-;~~:;~~ffe~~s-;;;p~"S)and that \~~ rate of inactivation 

is dete rmined by the chemical specificities of the two neurons which are bridged by 

he synap~e . He shall ' assume, for the sake of simplicity 9 hm..rever , that the enzyme 
~~-o1 i~e. esterase" is -groduced at the same rate ' n all excitatory neurons. 

/ . J I) . II ,, " a.. 'f. y..... He de s i gnate as the effica cy of the synapse the -excitatory input which .as post-
synaptic neuron re·ceives from that synapse) per unit of '~ignal intensity:·1 
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-intens ity '-' -as- the~efficacy~f-the-sy~apse . On the basis of the above assumptions 

we may t hen say that the efficacy of the synaps e is i nversely proportional to the 

rate at \vhich "choline esterase" is inactivat ed at the pos t -synaptic membrane -aftti-; 
·;h" c.._ ,,, ;- Jr ,-.) 

-~ccording ly.~ is de termined by the chemical specif i cities of t he two neurons wh i ch 

are bridged by the synapse . 

The Rate of I nac t i vat ion of "Choline ester as e" 

, I We assume that neurons which differ from each other in their response-specific tr1 

contain a different set of certain specif i c proteins in their cell memb ~ ~e . \~e shall 

refer herea - r to the se proteins as :::-._ '. ,,~.:~.f :. c membrane pro t eins '' . 

~~postulate that to ' e ach "specif i c membrane prote in" , there exists a comple -

~entary specific membrane protein and that a specific membrane pro t ein mol ecule can 

combine ~ith its complementary counterpart . just as an antibody molecule can combine 

with a molecule of its antigen. Accordingly, two complementary specific membrane 

proteins may behave as if they were, so to speak, each other's antibodies, as well as 

each other's antigens. 

When an antibody molecule combines with an antigen molecule it undergoes an 

allosteric transition and an antibody moleculE)WI.en it is thus "dimerized'/ can bind 

complement. We assume that quite similarly a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", 

when it combines with its complementary counterpart, undergoes an allosteric transition 

X and)when it is thus "dimerized", it can bind -and not only bind but also inactivate 

--the enzyme "choline esterase" • . 

The gap (synaptic cleft) between the pre-synaptic membrane and the post-synaptic 
0 

membrane is estimated to be about 200 A wide. According to the notions here adopted, 

there must be, however, a number of places within the active zones of the two synaptic 

membranes at which this gap is narrowed do\vn, so that the pre-synaptic membrane and 

the pos t-synaptic membrane are in physical contact. We assume that at such a point 
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~ of contact,a molecule of a "specific membrane protein/ located in the post-synaptic 

membrane, can "dimerize" across the synaptic gap, ~vi th its complementary counterpart, 

located in the pre-synaptic membrane. The number 

~ ~ t he a c tive zone t he rate at whi ch the 

enzyme "choline e s t erase" is ina ctiva t ed a t t he pos t-synaptic memb r ane. 

Let us now consider two neurons, A and B, 

Neuron A is characterized ~( by a set specific 

wh i ch are bridged by a synapse. 
---- ~----~ 

membrane proteins,(sfi&igttetea 'Qy (a),c~ 
~ 

which are pr - sent in its cell membrane and 

neuron B is characterized by another set) (b). We shall-' design-ate as the "overlap 

number" of t hese . t wo neurons the number of specific .memb rane .proteins . contained ~.;ithin 

the s e t (a) which have their complementary counterpart contained within the set (b) 

[or vice versa]. 

/f tf 
~ From this overlap number we may compute the efficacy of the synapse which bridges 

~~ neurons. In order to simplify this computation we shall assume that the area 

of the · active zone of the synaptic membrane is the same for all synapses,.and also 

>( assume) tha~ for any given neuron 

;( protein" in the cell membrane is the 

each "specific -membrane 

• On the basis of these simplifying assump-

tions, we may then say that the number of "dimers" contained within the active zone 

-~ of the membrane of a synapse\which bridges neuron A and neuron B)is determined 

either by the ratio of the overlap number to the total number of specific membrane 

proteins of neuron A, or by.the ratio of the overlap number to the total number of 

specific membrane proteins of neuron B --whichever ratio is smaller. We shall desig-

nate the smaller one of these two ratios as the "overlap fraction" of the neurons A 

" -A {( It /\ and B.~ PFcordingly, we may then say that the efficacy of a synapse bridging two 

neuro s i.s proportiona l to the overl ap fract ·on of the t'l17o neurons. Th is is the first 

Pu ·.v\c.. ,Y\ 1? >\ \ ·"". \ 
~fr5~ postul ate of our model. 
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~ We assume that the same holds true also for the synapses of~tory neurons, 

except that in this case the "transmitter sub stance" \vhich diffuses across the 

synaptic gap into the post-synaptic neuron lowers, rather than raises, the level of 

excitation of the post-synaptic f/:_~eit .. o., ,.. iuloi Oao,:'l1 ~euron, 
The Transp inting of Neurons : 

We divide neurons of the Central Nervous Sys tem into two broad classes : the 
?tie p(e~e-. · 

"congenitally-determined" neurons and the "memory" neurons. e neurons which attain 

their full chemical specificity of their cell membrane during the development of the 

individual (mostly during embryonal life and at the latest during the ear- ·· post-

)<. natal period) we 1hd ~·••e as "congenital y-Getermined" neurons. J 
l 

···rf all the neurons of the Central Nervous System \vere of this sort then the 

individual would not be able to learn and his behavior would be wholly governed by 

inborn reflexes. ) 

C According to the notions here adopted, an adult can learn, and recall what he 

has learned, because his Central Nervous System contains "memory neurons" and each of 

these can, once in his lifetime, acquire an additional set of specific membrane 

proteins, through a process which we designate as "transprinting". 

We assume that when a memory neuron fires then those parts of t he cell membrane, 

c?'l'\c\ 
( covering its cell body ·~~ts dendrites} 1 which constitute the active zones of the 

post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for specific membrane proteins. We further 

assume that if, on such an occasion, a specific membrane protein penetrates into the 

memory neuron from a pre-synaptic neuron, then it induces in the memory neuron the 

complementary specific membrane protei ~-just as an antigen induces its antibody if 

it penetrates into certain lymphatic cells of the rabbit.~ 
~ne~~ 

We Jii&&~wl!ete that there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which 
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are capable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron. , a f such a 
\'\~ 

"congenitally-determined" neuron fires then those parts of ~cell membrane 

(covering the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the act ive zo~es 

of the pre-synaptic membranes become permeab l e for its specifi c membrane proteins. 

Let us nm.;r cons ider what happens if a " congen·:~lly-determined 11 neuron of this 

sort, which contacts a memory neuron through a synapse, fire s "simultaneously", with 

this memory neuron, so that for areriod of time both the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic 

membranes are permeable for the specific membrane proteins. If this tal·es place then 

the specifi c membrane proteins of t he pr~- ~ ) .. ~~ ~~c neuron will penetrate i to the 

\\,,c...~(" C.. """" v • \~: \" 0 .. ,· ~ -, 
memory neuron and induce in the memory neuron~hc complementary-spe~if~mem~ranee----

-prot~in~. If several such pre-synaptic neurons fire simultaneously with t he memory 

neuron, then the memory neuron will on such an occasion acqu i re the sets of specifi c 

membrane proteins which are complementary to t he se t s of all of these pre-synaptic · 

fundamental postulate. 

able" 

' \ ,, 
a neuron participates in the transprinting of a ' transprintable neuron then we may 

expect this neuron and the "transprinted" neuron to have a large overlap fraction and, 

accordingly, we may expect synapses bridging these two neurons to have a high efficacy. 

The Conditioned Response 

In order to illustrate how transprinting may take place, we shall use as an 

example, the classical (Pavlovian) conditioning of the salivary reflex of the dog. ( 2) 

(l)No neuron may, however, incorporate into its cell membrane the complementary counter
~) . 

part of a specific membrane protein which its cell membrane already containe~~ 

( 2)I.P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, Oxford University Press, 1927. 
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He shall indicate on this occasion, however, o. l y rather sketchily what takes place 

during cond i tioning . 

When "food" is introduced into t he mouth of a do g t he dog responds w·i t h 

salivation. Thi.s i s the i nborn , or uncondi tioned , r e spons-=--0 

c-Let us now e xpo se t he dog to a compound stimulus which has an auditory, as well 

as a v isua l, component and let us --before the compound stimulus is turned off 

--place " f ood" int o the mouth of the dog . If, after several such "conditioning 

exposures", the dog is then presented for the first time with the compound stimulusp 
.../ ( 011.. ~ ~'#t ,. 01-t ./ ./ 

/"--. unre i nf orce'}) y t ne intro uction of " -= v " ~.to its mouth, the dog may be expected to 

salivate. Thi s i s the conditioned response. 

tve assume that there is a neuron F in the Centra l Nervous System, charact erized 

by the set (f), which preferentially responds to the stimulus of "food in the mouth". 

Moreover . He shall · a s sume in ·parl:icular that · t he' s ignal · to which the neuron F responds 

i s the "onset" of this s t imulus. As shown in Figure 1, the neuron F is connected 
• e ~ez: c cct. t ... tt.Ctc. 

through a synapse to an Effector neuron , which innervates the salivary gland. This 

Effector neuron is characterized by the set (f), where (f) denotes a set of specific 

membrane proteins which is complementary to the set (f). Because the overlap fraction 

a.N4-R( 
of the neuron A ~ the Effector neuron is ~~ the synapses which bridge these two 

neurons have a high efficacy. 
\ I. it 

Therefore, placing food into the dog's mouth may be 

expected to cause the dog to salivate. 

In order to account for the conditioned response, we postulate the existence of 

a number of groups of transprintable neurons E. Each of these groups may consist of 

several hundred neurons E, aLl of which have the following in common: -; 

The neuron F contacts through a synapse each of the neurons E and in turn each 

neuronE contacts, through a synapsei an _inter-neuron FI [characterized by the set 

( f )+ (i )] which in turn contacts through a synapse the Effector neuron. 
J I 
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Until something happens tvhich is "significant" from the point of view of the 

salivary refle~all the transprintable neurons E are represse~ because they are 

inhibited by signals which are continuously being sen out by the inhibitory neuron 
_ c...~-u~t'/c4 4 

E* [characterized by the set (e)] . This inhibition i5s t rong enough to prevent a 

transprintable neuronE to fire
1
even if it should receive a substantial ~~ggrcgate 

IJ excita tory input", because the overlap fraction of the ·inhibi tory neuron E"~'( ~nd of 

the transprintable neuron E is~· It should be noted, however, that after the 

neuron E is transprinted and acquire s a set of specific membrane proteins which is 

composed of a large number of such proteins, then its overl ap fractio~-. ~ ,_ .. the 

inhibitory neuronE* is reduced by a · substantial factor and the efficacy of the 
q~ 

synapse bridging the two neurons is f reduced by t he same factor. ~Sfgf~in&}~~Uff 

ec;~r~r;.spf~PE.e9 '~ -~eur~I1 ~ ,n;ay ~~. cz ~!lsed tq,HJ.: iiJ.n>ite of. recz:ivip,&Jnhibi,\or4. 

,s_i&E\5tts " !.fosm ,th7, B,TUr<?BJ'.* .." 

The transprintable neurons E get de-repressed if the inhibitory neuron E* is 

inhibited by signals emanating from a neural nett;ork designated as the "Derepressor". 

This will happen if the Derepressor sends out signals which are sufficiently strong 

to excite the inhibitory inter-neuron E**, which in turn will inhibit the inhibitory 

neuron E":~ 
~· 

'-The Derepressor network may receive an input signal from the neuron F and it 

':J- may also receive an input signal,via the inter-neuron FI, from neurons E. These two 

input signals counteract each -other within the Derepressor, however, and they cancel 

out if the intensity of both input signals is about the same. Accordingly , the 

Derepressor will send out strbng signals only if the intensities of these two input 

signa ls differ from each other substan tially . In our second paper we shall describe 

a very simp l e "neural network" which would function in this fashion. 
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As will be seen later, the Derepressor network may be expected to send out 

strong signals if "food" is introduced into the mouth of an unconditioned dog and 

to send out strong signals also when a do~ , '"hose salivary reflex has been fully 

conditioned/ to a certain stimulus, is presen ed 't-lith that stimulus, without having 1)' 

"food" placed into its mouth.~t~) The Dep_essor network will not sen 

out signals, hmvever, if t he fully con:_:::ditioned dog 
l 

i s ~~-~cnt ~d wit. ~e co:.:re}:t 

stimulus and " food" is placed into its mouth . Accordingly, no additional neurons 
w:.:" \c,~ 

E-t-1H-l-be transprinted as the result of such "routine exposures". 

It is robably generally true that a sensory experience is recoru -~ v<.iy if 

there is "significance" attached to that experience. In our model of the condition-

ed salivary reflex there is "significance" attached to the stimulus "food in the 

mouth" for an unconditioned (or not fully conditioned) dog, while for a fully 

conditioned do g, there is "significance" attached to the conditioned stimulus, but . ' 
I t" 

only -pr-O¥-i.ded-that stimulus is .!!£.!:. accompanied by t he signal "food in the mouth". 

We shall t ry to indicate next in what manner a conditioned salivary response 

may be established to a compound stimulus which has a visual and an auditory component. 

To this end we assume that in the Central Nervous System there is a neuron AE which 

r espnds preferentially to the auditory component of· the compound stimulus, and 

another neuron VE which responds preferentially to the visual component. These two 

neurons are characterized by the sets (a) + (e) and (v) + (e) respectively. We assume 

that the number of different specific . membrane proteins contained in the neurons AE (~~~\ 
vE which-~~~ designated by n(AE) and n(vE), respectively, are large compared to the 

number of different specific membrane proteins contained in the transprintable neuron 

E, which we designate by n(E). Accordingly, we have:n(AE)>n(E), and n(vE) )n(E). 

We assume that
1out of a group of several hundred neurons E

1
a certain fraction 

i : contacted through a synapse by the neuron AE, %cer~aiAPfraetiea i& -ar aa•ed 
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tt:t:&t:lf;ft¢'8 sy zzapse },,. ~e u a• t:&n A£' a certain fraction is contacted through a synapse 

by the neuron VE and a certain fraction is contacted tr:1: &f*ZI a s;u pat by).~n 
AE as well as ffi'!'e~~h anet!he'l' synap&ii fyj the neuron VE. 

) ~ . Because the neurons AE, as 

~.;rell as VE have an appreciable --even though small --overlap fraction ~.;rith the trans

printable neurons E, we~~e that if either of these two neurons fire;r. or if both 

of t hem fire , at a t i me when the transpr i ntable neur ons E are de-re , ressed then ,o~e 

or more <:~a. sprinted 

by the the 

neuron F ~~ir~also, then these same neurons E will be transprinted al so by 

the neuron F. The firing of n·euron F a lo::1c 1 ~..rouldp however, not cau 
I 

- ~1.:! neurons E 

to fire) even when the neurons E happen to be de-repressed/ because the neurons F and 

the transprintable neurons E have zero overlap. 
--~-r-
When the unconditioned dog is for the first time exposed to the compound 

stimulus, and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, the Derepressor 

network will send out a strong signal and one, or several, of the transprintable 

neurons E will be caused to fire. 

occasion >with the set~ (f), (~) and 

These neurons E tvill then be transprinted) on this 
:J:.f 

(v). {~~n this dog is exposed for the second time 

to the compound stimulus and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, 

then the signal sent out by the Derepressor network will be somewhat weaker than the 

first time. This is so because the neurons E which have been transprinted, at the 
C\ ~ t~"-L,... r I YY\ 1<,_ 0 )'; 

time of the first conditioning exposure, and which will be excited ~yJthe second 

exposure, have a . large overlap fraction with the inter-neuron FI and will, therefore, 

)<( send a signal to the Derepressor network) which counteracts tile effee• e'f the signal 

rece i ved by this network from the neuron F. As the 

and the dog is repeatedly subjected to~ning 
conditioning proc~ss is continued 

exposures, the neurons E which are 

transprinted with the se ts (f), (~) and (v) will increase in number. Fina lly, the 
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~ 
Derepressor network will no longer send out a signal w·hen~g is exposed to the 

compound stimu~us and at the same time " f ood" is i ntroduced into its mouth. Such 

a dog is then fully conditioned and cont inuing t he con :tion ing exposures would not 

make the conditioning any deeper. 

Let us now expose such a full y cond i t ioned dog to t he compound stimulus, 

• unreinfor ced on thi s occas i on by the introduct i on of " f ood" i nto i ts mout h. The 

neurons E which have been t'ransprinted during the pr evious conditioning exposures, 

~vith the set (f), as well as the sets (a) an (v) will now be caused to fire. 

Be caus e o: ~~ substantial overlap of the t r~nsprinted ne urons E, which u:. ~ ~~ . the 

set (f), with the inter-neuron _FI, the firing of the neurons E will lead to t he firing 

of the inter-neuron FI and this in turn will lead to the firing of the Effector neuron. 
e-r I l ..... .._ -'-\_..;::...;p 

Accordingly, on the occasion of this exposure -£~ the compound stimulus, the dog _will 

salivate. This is the conditioned response. 

~ 
Incidentally, wfteft on this occasio t he inte~-neuron FI fires, it will cause the 

Derepressor network to send out a strong signal because this network does not~receive _________________________________________________________ / 
~a signal from the neuron F. 

more neurons E will ~ansprinted with the 

Accordingly, on this occasion, one or 

sets (~),or (v) or both, but none of them 

will be transprinted with the set (f). Therefore, if the dog is repeatedly exposed 

to the compound stimulus in such a fashion, i.e. without reinforcement, then the 

number of neurons E which are transprinted wi_th the sets (a) or (v) or both, but not 

with the set (f) will increase on each such occasion. The overlap fraction of these • I 

transprinted neurons E with the inter-neurons FI is zero and, therefore, ·E!:t~- excit-

ation of these transprinted neurons E would not contribute to the excitation of the 
II" ; ,~c \ ; "' '-'-'l~o.-~ 

Ef f e c t or neuron. ..~ ... would, however, cont r i bute · to· the excitation of the inhibitory 

neuron s IE , with which the neurons E have an appreciable overlap. This is the reason 

why t he accumulation of neurons E which are transprinted with (a) or (v) or both, 
_ \fJ ·. q '<..'i- r, ~'\ .::\ \:): ~l.. 

but not with (f) l~ad-s-t-o-t--he-e-xt-i-Fl·gu-i-sh-ing-«H- the previously established conditioned 
) 
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response to the compound stimulus. ' " 

~_? ,., 
,. 

One more thing needs to be said oa this acc~ien: It seems to be a fact that 

if we establish a conditioned salivary response in t .e dog to a compound stimul us, 
a- ~ /( ... _ 

which has an auditory and a visual component, and if ~•e subsequently extinguish the 

response, say to the visual component, we thereby automatically extinguish the 

V conditioned response to the auditory component also. It can be sho~vn that 1 in order 

to account for this fact, He must assume that the Central Nervous Sys t em cc:;.~ains, in 

addition to a number of neurons E which are characterized by the set (e), about an 
'- 0 1 '\ \,) i~. '\) e_ •\ \'.~ij .. ~ 

equal number of neurons E which are characterized by the~t (e) /and that the neurons 

-E, characte-r-...:e by one of these two sets1 must contact through synapse ~ ·.::1-..e neuron E 

._..;~ lho.'r) 

characterized by the complementary set (and vice versa). Presumably, this (meanf~ 

generally ~neurons characterized by complementary sets of specific membrane 

proteins must be present in about equal numbers in the Central Nervous System of~~~ 

individual. 

The Second Hodel 

We may escape this complication (if a complication it is), by assuming that 

every specific membrane protein is complementary t o itself. According to this second 

model, any set of specific membrane proteins is~~ identical with the complementary 

set of specific membrane proteins. Thus we may write (e) in place of (e) and (f) in 

place of (f), etc. Accordingly, in our second model, the overlap number of two sets 

is then defined as the number of specific membrane proteins which the two sets have 

in common' 
c, nd 11 11 

Furth~r11 when transprinting takes place1 the transpri~t~euron incorp-

orates the sets of specific membrane proteins of the transprinting neurons •. ~ 

Fo-z--t-he--me-me.."1-t-we-shdl=lea.ve=as-ide:t..he=ques_tion=t~vhat~t·ent::t-hf:s=:secon9.. 

j rnod.e1-may-be-y;.e.g.cu:de.d-aS--biolog~llY-Plau.s.ib.l.e.. .. Whatever functions neural networks./ 

of t. e kind represented in Figure 1
1 

would be capable of fulfilling on the basis of our 
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second model also) and the remainder of our discussion \vill be couched in terms of 

this second model rather than the first 

The Orderliness of the Inborn Neural Code:~ccording to the notions here adopted, we 

assume that two neurons in the Central Nervous System, \vhich preferentially respond 

to two different sensory stimuli that "resemble" each other, must have a large over-

lap number. We assume that in the code of the congenitally-determined neurons there 

is an orderly transition to smaller and smaller overlap numbers, as we go from one 

neuron to other neurons which differ from it more and more in their response-spe,ci,ficity 1 

not account for the phenomenon of')~~rali~ati~=~ If ~t were otherwise, our model could 
t t. 1 

~ be condi~:o~ d salivary reflex of the dog, first described by Pavlov. 

_ Postcript:~f our two fundamental postulates are correct, then it ought to be possible 

to devise a neural network which would fully account for the phenomena exhibited by 

J\ the conditioned responses of the autonomous nervous system. (The network described by 

v/ Figure l represents ~ a first attempt in this direction~~d~i~t~~~lm~a~j~~~s~~~~~~~saa~ 

/ <to wiutt QX~ ict ea aG(WU ~ueh-p-henome-aa-as "inhibki-

J ·~i~i.micaa:aon=p o t=he ecndit-ienefr--t!e-sponsef If one wanted to see, however, whether 

higher mental functions could be explained on the basis of our two fundamental 

postulates, then one would first have to invent adequate neural networks. Thus, if 

one wanted to see . whether.one.could .explain .on this .basis the mental functions which 
(_~~4_/ 

are not, one~t(fiave to invent the man is capable of performing, but the primates 

very same networks which are contained in the brain of man, but not in the brain of 

the primates. Clearly, this would be no mean task. 

The "mental capacity" .of suitable neural network models, operating on the basis 
. r-~~~> 

of our two fundamental postulates, might be very high0~~\the recording of information 

such as may be contained in a "simple sentence" would have to tie down only one "trans

p~intable" neuron. T us , if one were to expose an individual to a simple sentence 

(\ very four seconds, twenty-four hours a day, and if 1 on each such occasio~ one would 

~ 
(" 
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9 tie down one transprintable neuron . then one would tie do~vn just about 10 neurons 
( 

over a period of one hundred years. This is -.:.bout· one tenth of the number of neurons 

believed to be contained in the human brain. 

THE END 

.. 
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On Memory and Recall* - Part I 

by Leo Szilard 
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La Jolla, California 

April 23, 1964 

The subject matter of this paper is a hypothetical biological process on which 

the capability of the Central Nervous System to record and to recall a sensory exper-

ience might conceivably be based. It may be open to doubt whether one knows enough 

about the living cell to be able to say anything with reasonable assurance about the 

molecular processes that the brain employs. Still, with luck, one might perhaps guess 

correctly the general nature of these processes. To what extent we may have succeeded 

in doipg so, remains to be seen. 

The Efficacy of a Synapse Bridging Two Neurons ~ ~ 
1
.// / / J 

J ~~ A ~.I 1!4/.) ~ CL.-'j/ 

The neural network models which we shall be using here are based on excitatory neurons, 

as well as inhibitory neurons of one particular kind,--the kind having post-synaptic 

inhibitory action. 

neuron. If such an excitatory neuron sends a volley of nerve impulses to this synapse, 

then a certain quantity of an excitatory "transmitter substance" is released in the 

vicinity of the pre-synaptic membrane which diffuses across a gap --the synaptic cleft 

--into the post-synaptic neuron and raises the level of excitation of that neuron by ~ 

a certain amount. We shall designate this excitatory transmitter substance as 

"acetylcholine" --in quotes. The "acetylcholine" which diffuses into the post-

synaptic neuron is destroyed, in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane, by an 

enzyme which we shall designate as "choline esterase" --in quotes. 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is released in the vicinity of the pre-

synaptic membrane is a function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which reach the 

synapse and we shall designate this rate as the "signal intensity". For the sake of 
-------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------
*This work was supported by a research grant, administer by The University of Chicago, 
of th~eneral Medical ~t:tatea of the National Institutes of Health. 

@J_':!:!-/ h.T ~ 
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simplicity, we shall assume that the "signal intensity" is for all synapses the same 

function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which are fed into the synapse. 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is destroyed in the post-synaptic neuron is 

proportional to the product of the concentration of "acetylcholine" and the concentra-

tion c£ the enzyme "choline esterase 11 in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane. 

Therefore, if, at a given point in time, nerve impulses of a certain frequency begin 

to arrive at a synapse, the "acetylcholine" concentration will begin to rise and will 

asymptotically approach a limit in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane, which 

is proportional to the "signal intensity" and inversely proportional to the concentra-

tion of "choline esterase", prevailing in the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane. 

'The "acetylcholine" concentration which is asymptotically approached at the post-

synaptic membrane constitutes the "excitatory input", which is received from the synapse 

by the post-synaptic neuron. On this basis we may then say that, for any given1~ignal ~ ,, 
intensity, the excitatory input received from a given synapse by the post-synaptic 

neuron is inversely proportional to the "choline esterase" concentration prevailing in 

the vicinity of the post-synaptic membrane of that synapse. 

\.jle assume that the enzyme "choline esterase 11 is inactivate 

membrane in different synapses at different rates and that this rate of inactivation 

is determined by the chemical specificities of the two neurons which are bridged by 

the synapse. We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, however, that the enz~, 

"7h
1
oline A$Sfe,a!e" is prod~ce.d at the same rate in all excitatory neurons. 

We designate as the "efficacy" of the synapse the "excitatory input" which a 

~ post-synaptic neuron receives from that synapse/ 2er unit of "signal intensity". 

On the basis of the above assumptions we may then say that the efficacy of the synapse 

is ~ proportional to the rate at which "choline esterase" is inactivated at 

the post-synaptic membrane which, in turn, is determined by the chemical specificities 

of the two neurons which are bridged by the synapse. 
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The Rate of Inactivation of "Choline esterase"~ 

( We assume that neurons which differ from each other in their response-specificity 

contain a different set of certain specific proteins in their cell membrane. We shall 

refer hereafter to these proteins as the "specific membrane proteins". 

We postulate that to each "specific membrane protein", there exists a complement«V''P 

specific membrane protein and that a specific membrane protein molecule can combine 

with its complementary counterpart, 1ust as an antibody molecule can combine with a 

molecule of its antigen. Accordingly, two complementary specific membrane proteins 

may behave as if they were, so to speak, each other's antibodies, as well as each other's 

antigens. 

When an antibody molecule combines with an antigen molecule it undergoes an 

allosteric transition and an antibody molecule, when it is thus "dimerized", can bind 

complement. We assume that quite similarly a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", 

when it combines with its complementary counterpart, undergoes an allosteric transition 

and, when it is thus "dimerized", it can bind --and not only bind but also inactivete --

the enzyme "choline esterase". 

The gap (synaptic cleft) between the pre-synaptic membrane andme post-synaptic 
0 

membrane is estimated to be about 200 A wide. According to the notions here adopted, 

there must be, however, a number of places within the active zones of the two synaptic 

membranes at which this gap is narrowed down, so that the pre-synaptic membrane and the 

post-synaptic membrane are in physical contact. We assume that at such a point of 

contact, a molecule of a "specific membrane protein", located in the post-syn p i c 

membrane, can "dimerize" across the synaptic ~ap, with its complementary counterpart, _J,. 

located in the pre-synaptic membrane. The number of such "dimers" ,_cont:a === 2% 

the active woul then determine the rate at which the 
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Let us now consider two neurons, A and B, which are bridged by a synapse. 

/( Neuron A is characterized by a set) (a)} of specific membrane proteins, which are present 

in its cell membrane and neuron B is characterized by another set. (b). We shall 

designate as the ''overlap number" of these two neurons the number of specific membrane 

proteins contained within the set (a) which have their complementary counterpart coot-

ained within the set (b) [or vice versa]. 

From this overlap numbe~..· we may compute the "efficacy" of the synapse which 

bridges these two neurons. In order to simplify this computation we shall assume that 

the area of the active zone of the synaptic membrane is the same for all synapses, and 

also assume, that the concentration of each "specific membrane protein" in the cell 

membrane is the same for any given neuron. On the basis of these simplifying assump-

tions, we may then say that the number of "dimers" contained within the active zone of 

~ 
th~ membrane of a synapse, which bridges neuron A and neuron B, is ae.etMiaed either by 

the ratio of the\~verlap numbe!1to the total number of specific membrane proteins of 

It I/ ~ neuron A, or by the ratio of the overlap number to the total number of specific membranes 

proteins of neuron B --whichever ratio is smaller. We shall designate t~e smaller one a :: ,lz ; eck 
A and B. AeeiM'41B8iY, we 

a synapse is proportional to 

the overlap fraction of the two neurons. This is the first fundamental postulate of 

our model. 

We assume that the same holds true also for the synapses of our inhibitory 

neurons, except that in this case the "transmitter substance" which diffuses across the 

synaptic gap into the post-synaptic neuron lowers, rather than raises, the level of 

excitation of the post-synaptic neuron. 

The Transprinting of Neurons~ 

~e divide neurons of the Central Nervous System into two broad classes: the 

'congenitally-determined" neurons and the "memory" neurons. We designate the neurons 
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which attain their full chemi~al specificity of their cell membrane during the devel- f 

opment of the individual (mostly during embryonal life and at the latest during the 

early post-natal period) as "congenitally-determined" neurons. If all the neurons of 

the Central Nervous System were of this sort then the individual would not be able to 

learn and his behavior would be wholly governed by the inborn reflexes. According to 

the notions here adopted, an adult can learn, and recall what he has learned, because 

his Central Nervous System contains "memory neurons" and each of these can, once in a 

lifetime, acquire an additional set of specific membrane proteins, through a process 

which we designate as "transprinting". 
!', - """ ~ 

We assume that there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which are 

capable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron and that if a 

"congenitally-determined" neuron of this class fires, then those parts of its cell 

membrane (covering the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the active 

assume that when a memory aeuron fires, then those parts of the cell membrane, 

(covering its cell body and its dendrites) which constitute the active zones of the 

post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. Accord-

ingly, if a "congenitally-determined" neuron of this class contacts a memory neuron 

through a synapse and if both neurons fire "simultaneously" so that for a period of 

time both the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane is permeable for the specific 

membrane proteins, then the specific membrane proteins of the pre-synaptic'congenitally-

determined"neuron will diffuse through the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane 

into the post-synaptic memory neuron. We postulate that if a specific membrane protein 

penetrates in this fashion into a memory neuron it induces in the memory neuron the 

complementary specific membrane protein --lust as an antigen induces its antibody, if 

it penetrates into certain lymphatic cells of the rabbit.(/~ 

\ 
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If several such pre-syna tic neurons fire simultaneously with the memory neuron, then 

the memory neuron will on such an occasion acguire the sets of specific membrane 

proteins which are complementary to the sets of all of these pre-synaptic neurons.(l) 

This is the process of transprinting. Its occurrence as an "all or none" process, 

constitutes our second fundamental postulate. 

We shall refer to memory neurons before they are transprinted, as "transprint-

able" neurons and, 

printed"neurons 

print 'transprintable" neurons. 

If a neuron participates in the transprinting of a "transprintable" neuron then 

we may expect this neuron and the "transprinted" neuron to have a large overlap fraction 

and, accordingly, we may expect synapses bridging these two neurons to have a high 

efficacy. 

-The Conditioned Response~ 

Cin order to illustrate how transprinting may take place, we shall u~e as.~ 

example, the classical (Pavlovian) conditioning of the salivary reflex of the dog. (2) 

We shall indicate on this occasion, however, only rather sketchily what takes place 

during conditioning. 

When "food" is introduced into the mouth of a dog, the dog responds with saliv-

ation. This is the inborn, or unconditioned, response. Let us now expose the dog to 

a compound stimulus which has an auditory, as well as a visual, component and let us 

before' the compound stimulus is turned off --place "food" into the mout}l of the dog. 

v 

If, after several such "conditioning exposures", the dog is then presented for the first 

time with the compound stimulus, unreinforced/ on this occasion/ by the introduction 

of "food" into its mouth, the dog may be expected to salivate. This is the conditioned 

response. 

(l)No neuron may, however, incorpqraee into its cell membrane the complementary counter
part of a specific membrane protein which its cell membrane already contains. 
(2)I.P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, Oxford University Press, 1927. 
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We assume that there is a neuron F in the Central Nervous System, characterized 

by the set (f), which preferentially responds to the stimulus of "food in the mouth". 

Moreover, we shall asaumetin particular ~hat the signal to which the neuron F responds 

is the "onset" of this stimulus 1• ~h?~ ,in lig¥r~ 1 the neuron F is connected through {./ 

a synapse to an Effector neuron, which innervates the salivary gland. This Effector 

neuron is characterized by the set (f), where (f) denotes a set of specific membrane 

proteins which is complementary to the set (f). Because the overlap fraction of the 

neuron A and the Effector neuron is ~. the synapses which bridge these two neurons 

have a high efficacy. Therefore, placing ''food" into the dog's mouth may be expected 

to cause the dog to salivat•· 

In order to account for the conditioned response, we postulate the existence of 

a number of groups of trarisprintable neurons E. Each of these groups may consist of 

several hundred neurons E, all of which have the following in common. The neuron F 

contacts through a synapse each of the neurons E and in turn each neuron E contacts, 

through a synapse, an inter-neuron FI [characterized by the set (f) + (l)] which in 

turn contacts, through a synapse, the Effector neuron. 

Until something happens which is "significant" from the point of view of the 

salivary reflex, all the transprintable neurons E are repressed, because they are 

inhibited by signals which are continuously being sent out by the inhibitory neuron E* 

[characterized by the set (e)]. This inhibition is assumed to be strong enough to 

prevent a transprintable neuron E to fire, even if it should receive a substantial 

aggregate "excitatory input", because the overlap fraction of the inhibitory neuronE* 

and of the transprintable neuron E is ~· It should be noted, however, that after the 

neuron E is transprinted and acquires a set of specific membrane proteins which is 

composed of a large number of such proteins, then its overlap fraction with the 

inhibitory neuron E* is reduced by a substantial factor and the efficacy of the synapse 

bridging the two neurons is also reduced by the same factor. Accordingly, such a 
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"transprinted" neuron E may be caused to fire in spite of receiving inhibitory signals 

from the neuron E* . 

The transprintable neurons E get de-repressed if the inhibitory neuron E* is 

inhibited by signals emanating from a neural network designated as the "Derepressor". 

This will happen if the Derepressor sends out signals which are sufficiently strong 

to excite the inhibitory inter-neuron E**, which in turn will inhibit the inhibitory 

neuron E*, The Derepressor network may receive an input signal from the neuron F and 

it may also receive an input signal, via the inter-neuron FI, from neurons E. These 

two input signals counteract each other within the Derepressor, however, and they cancel 

out if the intensity of both input signals is about the same. Accordingly, the 

Derepressor will send out strong signals only if the intensities of these two input 

signals differ from each other substantially. In our second paper we shall describe a 

very simple "neural network" which would function in this fashion. 

As will be seen later, the Derepressor network may be expected to send out 

strong signals if ''food" is introduced into the mouth of an unconditioned dog and to 

send out strong signals also when a dog, whose salivary reflex has been fully condition-

ed to a certain stimulus, is presented with that stimulus, without having, on this 

" occasion, "food placed into its mouth. The Derepressor network will not send out -f 

signals, however, if the fully conditioned dog is presented with the correct stimulus 

and "food" is placed into its mouth. Accordingly, no additional neurons E would be 

transprinted as the result of such "rDuti.ne exposures". 
·oft· 

It is probably generally true that s sensory experience is recorded only if there 

is 'significance" attached to that experience. In our model of the conditioned salivary 

reflex there is "significance" attached to the stimulus "food in the mouth" for an 

unconditioned (or not fully conditioned) dog, while for a fully conditioned dog, there 

is "significance" attached to the conditioned stimulus, but only if that stimulus is 

n2t accompanied by the signal "food in the mouth". 
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We shall try to indicate next in what manner a conditioned salivary response 

may be established to a compound stimulus which has a visual and an auditory compo~-

ent. To this end we assume that in the Central Nervous System there is a neuron AE 

which responds preferentially to the auditory component of the compound stimulus, and 

another neuron VE which responds preferentially to the visual component. These two 

neurons are characterized by the sets (a + (e) and (v) + (e) respectively. We assume 

that the number of different specific membrane proteins contained in the neurons AE 

~ and vE] which we designate by n(AE) and n(VE), respectively, are large compared to the 

number of different specific membrane proteins contained in the transprintable neuron 

E, which we designate by n(E). Accordingly, we have: n(AE) > n(E), and n(VE) ~ n(E). 

We assume that, out of a group of several hundred neurons E, a certain fraction 

is contacted through a synapse by the neuron AE, a certain fraction is contacted through 

a synapse by the neuron VE and a certain fraction is contacted by both the neuron AE, 
~~k- . has ~ ·'{_ as well as the neuron VE. Because the neuronf AE {.pas well a~E ~ an appreciable 

--even though small --overlap fraction with the transprintable neurons E, we may assume 

that if either o~ these two neurons fires, or if both of them fire, at a time whe~he 
e. 

transprintable neurons E are de-repressed, then one or more transprintable neuronsj will 

fire also and will on that occasion be transprinted by the neurons AE or vE or both. 

If, at the same \ime, the neuron F fires also, then these same neurons E will be trans

printed also by f~e neuron F. The firing of neuron F alone would, however, not cause 

)< the neurons E to flre, even when the neurons E happen to be de-represse~because the 

neurons F and the transprintable neurons E have zero overlap. 

If the unconditioned dog is for the first time exposed to the compound stimulus, 

and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, the Derepressor network will 

send out a strong signal and one, or several, of the transprintable neurons E will be 

caused to fire. These neurons E will then be transprinted, on this occasion, with the 

the sets (f), (a) and (v). If this dog is exposed for the second time to the compound 
I / 
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stimulus and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth, then the signal 

sent out by the Derepressor network will be somewhat weaker than the first time. This 

is so because the neurons E which have been transprinted, at the time of the first 

conditioning exposure, and which will be excited at the time of the second exposure, 

have a large overlap fraction with the inter-neuron FI and will, therefore, send a 

signal to the Derepressor network which counteracts the signal received by thi~ net-

work from the neuron F. As the conditioning process is continued and the dog is repeat
t( 

edly subjected to s ~c.h ·conditioning exposures, the neurons E which are transprinted 

with the sets (f), (a) and (v) will increase in number. Finally, the Derepressor net-

work will no longer send out a signal when the dog is exposed to the compound stimulus 

and at the same time "food" is introduced into its mouth. Such a dog is then fully 

conditioned and continuing the conditioning exposures would not make the conditioning 

any deeper. 

Let us now expose such a fully conditioned dog to the compound stimulus, unrein-

forced on this occasion by the introduction of "food" into its mouth. The neurons E 

which have been transprinted during the previous conditioning exposures, with the set 

(f), as well as the sets (a) and (v) will now be caused to fire. Because of the 

substantial overlap of the transprinted neurons E, which contain the set (f), with the 

inter-neuron FI , the firing of the neurons E will lead to the firing of the inter-

neuron FI and this the firing of the Effector neuron. Accordingly, 

on the occasion of dog to the compound stimulus, the dog will 

salivate. This is the conditioned response. 

Incidentally, on this occasion when the inter-neuron FI fires, it will cause the 

Derepressor network to send out a strong signal because this network does not receive 

on this occasion a signal from the neuron F. Accordingly, on this occasion, one or 

)( more neurons E will get transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or both, but none of them 

will be transprinted with the set (f). Therefore, if the dog is repeatedly exposed ~ f 
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the compound stimulus in such a fashion, i.e. without reinforcement, then the number 

of neurons E which are transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or both, but not with 

the set (f), will increase on each such occasion. The overlap fraction of these 

transprinted neurons E with the inter-neurons FI is zero and, therefore, the excit-

ation of these transprinted neurons E would not contribute to the excitation of the 

· Effector neuron. Their activation would, however, contribute to the excitation of the 

/ inhibitory neurons IE, with which the neurons E have an appreciable overlap. This is 

the reason why the accumulation of neurons E which are transprinted with (a) or (v) 

or both, but not with (f), will extinguish the previously established conditioned 

response to the compound sti 
J\\)\:L l:Q tt..s.. L ~ .. ,- \\ \o 

One more thing needs to be said at this point: It seems to be a fact that if 

we establish a conditioned salivary response in the dog to a compound stimulus, which 

has an auditory as well as a visual component, and if we subsequently extinguish the 

response, say to the visual component, we thereby automatically extinguish the con~:~ 

ditioned response to the auditory component also. It can be shown that, in order to 
\,rv--. 0A.J\ ~<..="'"'-£.:::::..-> 

account for this fact, we must assume ~at the Central Nervous System contains, in 
ct_;y 

'!-- 'f addition to a number of neurons E which are characterized by the set (e), (about~ 

equal number of neurons E which are characterized by the complementary set (e), and 

that the neurons E, characterized by one of these two sets, must contact through 

synapses the neuron E, characterized by the complementary set (and vice versa) • Presum-

ably, this would mean that quite generally neurons characterized by complementary sets 

of specific membrane proteins must be present in about equal numbers in the Central 

Nervous System of each individual. 

The Second Model~ 

~We may esca;e this complication (if a complication it is), by assuming that { 
- · I l JL,;_ 

every specific membrane protein is complementary to itself. According to this second~ 

model, any set of specific 1oemhrane proteins is then identical with the complementary 

set of specific membrane proteins. Thus we may write (e) in place of (e) and (f) in 
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place of (f), etc. Accordingly, in our second model, the overlap number of two sets 

is then defined as the number of specific membrane proteins which the two sets have 

in common and when transprint:ing takes place 1 the "transprinted" neuron incorporates 

the sets of specific membrane proteins of the transprinting neurons. Whatever func-
' 

eural network~ , p~ represe~ted in Figure 1, 
(.; 

filling on th~~s . f our first mqdel, would f 1 111 
~ . a 

ond model also ~ ~nder of our 
87 

second model) rather than the first one; -

The Orderliness of the Inborn Neural Code =-~ 

would be capable of ful-

on the h2jiS of our sec- , 
~~---=L-::.:P-c__~,_~ ~ ~ 

couched in terms of this r 

------------------~cording to the notions here adopted, we assume that two ne ns in the Central 

Nervous System, which preferentially respond to two different sensory stimuli that 

"resemble" each other, must have a large overlap number. liTe assume that in the code of 
_,I 

the congehltally-determined neurons there is an orderly transition to smaller and smaller 

overlap numbers, as we go from one neuron to other neurons which differ from it more ~ 

and more in their response-specificity. If it were otherwise, our model could not ace-

ount for tbfr>hen~~!"!2n ~ the "generalization- o~ 

reflex of th~ dog, fir~· des,cri~ed by Pavlov. 

stimuli r,in the conditioned salivary 

Postc~t;? 

If our two fundamental postulates are correct, then it ought to be possible to 

devise a neural network which would fully account for the phenomena exhibited by the 
I 

' -t/J9 JEZ @ >61 L 

conditioned responses of the autonomous nervous system. (The network &eeeFieed h~ --Figure 1 represents a first attempt in this direction). If one wanted to see, however, 

whether higher mental functions could be explained on the basis of our two fundamental 

postulates, then one would first have to invent adequate neural networks. Thus, if 

one wanted to see whether one could explain on this basis the mental functions which 

man is capable of performing, but the primates are not, one would perhaps have to in--f( vent the very same networks which are contained in the brain of man, but not in the 
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brain of the primates. Clearly, this would be no mean task. 

The "mental capacity" of suitable neural network models, operating on the basis 

of our two fundamental postulates, might be very high. For instance, the recording of 

information such as may be contained in a "simple sentence" would have to tie down only 

one "transprintable" neuron. Thus, if one were to expose an individual to a simple 

sentence every four seconds, twenty-four hours a day, and if, on each such occasion, 

one would tie down onel•iransprintable~neuron, then one would tie down just about 109) _}.t:t 

~ neurons over a period of one hundred years. This is about one tenth of the number of 

neurons believed to be contained in the human brain. 

THE END 



Figure 1: Excitato~y neurons are represented by circles and .inhibitory neurons are 
represented by double circles. Excitatory synapses are represented bv simple arrows, 
except if they belong to neurons which are capable of transprinting, in which case 
they are represented by double arrows. Inhibitory synapses are represented by arrows 
with a crossbar. The transprintable neuron E is represented by a dotted circle. 

---
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~ ~~uld very well be~{ or none process. 

b•ue and discrimination between self and non-self may or may not •, •• ...- -

and fagocytes ma)Tor may not be able t~iscrinrinate between self and non seJ..f. 

~ ~~- v ~~ ~~~ 
~t, however, t"hate- a~ whethet\ ~gocy~;~ai: a~~_:: 

discriminate between self and non-self, we ~~ostulate tnat ~ 

recognition of self and non-self plays a major role in the nervous ' system. 

e 

sf1~a:nt;i~ute -t o-:fbe degPe£ of selwess .. __ shall not assume 
~ /~"~ ;z: ? «::_.----- 1', t' ~~! :>J.C~ ~-

.:t-.~ this fs)Cl. 9-ualitativ~ll or none process.,·-·rather we shall assume that 
~ 1.-J-"-> J-vt..-.-~~.--~ 

it is a quantitative phenomenon,in which the degree of selfness plays a . 
fhL~'-h - !A- ~~ .j~.-7=-~~< . . - ~'~ 

ccl~iRg tfole. Mex•eovet ,r sharr-prreserrt a -biochemical model _which ~ 

~---- .--. .. / ~';/t;,~h~'--
1 .acQO.llll_t for, ~~1:.~\l~ ~~ r 7 

.• . -

~~£1-~ • 



Roughly 

'¥. 
~~~,,··~/ 

speaki~~ postulate says 
.. 

that if a neuron contributes 

to the excitation or inhibition of another neuron its contribution is 
II /I 

proportional --all other things being equal -- to the overlap of the 

;/ h · 1 · f · · //f h w t f 1 t f th c em1ca spec1 1c1ty o t e two neurons. e propose o ormu a e ur er 
/1 # 

below much more precisely just what we mean by chemical specificity and 

1/ ~ what we mean by overlap and we also propose to present on that occasion 

a biochemical model which could account for this postulate.~he second 

major concept relates to the supposed ability of an antigen when injected 

into a rabbit to bring about an i~~e:~~~~;:.~?:.~~:)n certain lymphatic 

cells and to induce these cells/to"diffferentiate" in the sense that as 

a result of the exposure to the antigen these cells ~ thereafter produce 
I/ 

a specific antibody to the antigen at a high rate. This concept of a post-
~ ::._ _) , 1/ flo'"~.:;.__, 

(11'atal induced differentiati_?~ which('i:rreversibly alters the chemicaL 

f 

a . ~"'-lfJ ?v--n.r~$(~ &#( A·:fr. . .K4_ ..trt#•(,~~,e~ 
specificity of ~e e~ was introduced by me in a paper which appeared in 

1960. 

We know very little about how differentiation of cells comes about 

during embryonal development. There is a general belief that the differentiation 

of cells within a tissue may,in some way,be induced by cells of another tissue, 

provided they are adjacent to and presumably in physical contact with ea~h 

other. G::i:f-L ") 
Differenti~t~·,..'S"6me't'fi'ii1~mon with enzyme induction 

' 
In both cases a gene which is potentially capable of producing an enzyme;either 

does not produce that enzyme1or produces it at a very low rate --until 

something happens that causes the formation of the enzyme. Thus, we know 

for instance, that in bacteria the level of the enzyme/.3-galactosidase can be 

raised about a throusandfold by addin~ lactose to the growth medium and there 

is reason to think that lactose is~ral inducer of this enzyme. 



However, the changed rate of enzyme production will persist in 

the growing bacterial culture, only as long as the inducer remains in the 

growth medium. As soon as the inducer is removed the rate of enzyme 

production reverts to normal, i.e. in a bacterial culture, the bacteria do 

not remember, for long, having been exposed to the inducer. 

In contrast to this, when a somatic cell undergoes differentiation during 
~~-C-:.r 

embyonal development, there appear in the cell a number of~ proteins<:a~sei 

to a high level of concentration and thereafter the cell, as well as its 
(~~--~ -~~ 

descendents, will contain these proteins at a high\~on~centration. 

In order to account for this phenomenon of "persistence" --which is 

absent in enzyme induction in bacleria --one may assume that ~-~~~~~~~~~ 
once the concentration of such a protein mo~~ a somatic cell 

,pli--~"' ......__....._.. .... ----

above a certain threshold ~ereafter the rate of production of this protein 

molecule remains high. This implies the operation of some sort o~cking 
mechanism. It implies that a specific protein molecule must in a sense be 

able to act as its own inducer; it could act as its own inducer either 

directly or in some indirect manner.~ 



.. 
' .. 

j-) 
// In a paper I published in 1960 I 

could explain how 

the concentration 
1:'#-

~ - ffU:,. ~~:..!"'!'''( 7 ~::.:.- ,--~-~ 

presented a( D1ochemical mechanism which 

~
into a lymphq!ic cell( raise)l" 

.. ,;u:~~~ above ~ threshhold) beyond \-Thich a locking mechanism would go 

into effect. The antigen would thus induce an irreversible differentiation 

in a lymph~tic cell so that after the cell had been exposed to the antigen 

the concentration of the correspond~ng antibo~y would thereafter be maintained 
J(; ,.~.._,c ~ L~""-~--~~"'·· .. L~p-·f~$r 

at a high level.fY If th.is~~{?fhen the ly. mphotic system would~ 
• ,...,_...,... ~1...~/ t~A.r( --- ~,I 

a certain kind of ~'1"'S"'"'aM ....... t1¥~:ref!l~o~ld account for the abundant 

production of the antibody if the antigen is injected into a pre-immunized 

rabbit for a second time~the socalled secondary respons:)~~king his 

departure from these considerations, H,S, Anker suggested in a Letter to 

Nature that a similar biochemical mechanism could conceivably account for 

long-term memory in the central nervous system. ~rrespective of whether or 
.. ~~F' jl J. 

not antigens are~ of inducing this kind of differentiation in ~ 
~ 

lymphq!ic cells of the adu:l:t, I propose to postulate here that //induced 

I I .I f , 

differentiation takes place in the central nervous system of the adult and ~~~~~ 

l'vf- is responsibile for 19~-term memory in the central nervous system. 

A..~+-'rf·~:i"'3 _/ __ r?t..tr~ _ --____., 
&ugitly • ·spa~o~cona"i'ostulate s~ :%:bat there are neurons in the 

. ~~h' f' central nervous system of the adul~ wh1ch have not \ eachev t e1r 1nal , 
;.-L~,..., 

(hemical specificity when they have undergone differentiation durin~~mbryon~ 

development~ the early postnatal period, Such~euron/ which~~ ~m~~~ 
W:t::a·~:eept;;a.i.Ja, ii41oflo8e plastic, can in certain circumstances be induce to , •' 

h: ;:;;::;t 1% .., {rLt. ~~-~ .j·'jf..{#r c..d".;, 
undergo further differentiation~ ~ assumaf~I{'' ·flnai "c ~ em1cal'specfrici'fy~ ... )> 

by other neurons which co~t;:·:ute~·· t~ -~he·l;· ·~~-~l~;ti .. 9"n./i'It is assumed that te:'r (( .. .;;,~.,. 
\ ' .- ' • t.\. . ·-·-···v -~~ •• ", • -' I ~-~_. . :;t•~··r_~ 'J.!~·~t. 1' cA/ .P'IIJ:''; t' { ~~ 

such iflOyso.d ~o/ -;:,;:;;: :=::r:.,~riod of a--mrill'1'111rl'l!' a~-.... ":+.. " 
It/'} "~ 

that thereafter the plastic neuron having attained its final chemical specificity ~ 

9: ./ .,,,.y;~~ ~ : .. 
ceases to be plastic ' J! It is ~s·su- d th t h · ~ S ( me a sue an 1nduced differentiation ~ 

~-
;;:..1. ~ 
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Such a neuron which has remained, so to apeak, plastic can under certain 

circumstances be induced by other neurons which contribute to its excitation 

to undergo further differentiation and thereby to assume its final chemical 

specificity. It is assumed that such induced differentiation takes place 

only if the excitation level of the plastic neuron reaches the point where 

it begins to fire volleys into its axon, that such differentiation takes place 

within a period of a few minutes and that thereafter the plastic neuron, 

having attained its final chemical specificity, ceases to be plastic. We 

shall designate the process that takes place during such an induced differentiation 

as a process of transprinting. Transprinting consists in the memory neuron 

acquiring some of the chemical specificities of some of the neurons which 

contributed to its excitation at the time of induced differentiation. As a 

result of such transprinting the final chemical specificity of the memory neuron 

may have a substantial overlap with the chemical specificity of some other 

neurons which contribute to its excitation at the time of the induced 

differentiation. 

Thus, roughly speaking, our second postulate says that a neuron in 

the central nervous system of the adult, which is not as yet fully differentiated, 

may be transprinted during the lifetime of the adult by neurons which have 

attained their final chemical specificity and on such an occasion these neurons 

confer their final chemical specificity on the memory neuron. We propose 

further belo~1 to formulate more precisely just when and how a memory neuron is 

induced to differentiate but we shall not be able to give a detailed biochemical 

mechanism for this process. 

We will take it for granted that after a memory neuron acquires its 

final chemical specificity this chemical specificity will persist by virtue of 

the same kind of locking mechanism which operates in the neurons which have 

attained their final chemical specificity on the memory neuron. 
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We propose further below to formulate more precisely just what 

and how a memory neuron is induced to differentiate but we shall not be 

able to give a detailed biochemical mechanism for this process. 

We will take it for granted that after a memory neuron acquires 

its final chemical specificity this chemical specificity will persist by 

virtue of the same kind of locking mechanism which operates in the neurons 

which have attained their final chemical specificity during embryonal 

development or in the early postnatal period. This, however, does not 

tell us in what manner neurons which have attained their final chemical 

specificity can induce differentiation in neurons which have as yet remained 

plastic. 

The phenomenon of enzyme induction does not provide us in this 

regard with any real clue, still we know in the case of enzyme induction 

in the case of bacteria at least this much. Where the inducer locates is 

present in the growth medium the gene which is specific for galactosidase 

produces an RNA molecule --the messenger RNA which is specific for 

galactosidase. The base sequence of this messenger RNA determines the 

amino acid sequence of the corresponding polypeptide chain and four of these 

polypeptide chains combine to form the enzyme galactosidase. 

By analogy, we may surmise that in a neuron which has attained its 

final chemical specificity and in which a set of n different protein molecules 

are maintained at a high level of concentration, the ·n corresponding ~essenger 

RNA molecules are produced at a high rate. We do not know, however, what role 

these specific protein molecules themselves or other messenger RNA molecules, 

may play in the locking mechanism which is responsible for the persistence of 

these high levels. 

The best we can do in these circumstances is to assume that there is 

a class of compounds which plays a key role in differentiation that takes 
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place during the embryonal development and in the ensuing persistence of 

the chemical specificity of the neurons which have attained their final 

chemical specificity during embryonal development and that each of these 

key compounds is maintained at a high level of concentration after 

differentiation has taken place. We cannot say, however, whether the key 

compound is a protein molecule, an RNA molecule or some other kind of 

molecule, nor can we exclude the possibility that the key compound might 

be the specific protein molecule itself. On this basis we may then say 

that one cell may induce the differentiation of another cell with which 

it is in physical contact if, for one reason or another, the membrane of 

another cell which has not reached its final chemical specificity and with 

which it is in physical contact. If something happens that renders the 

membranes of both cells permeable to all relevant key compounds and 

provided these cells remain permeable for a sufficiently long period of 

time, a few minutes perhaps, so that there is enough time to permit the 

diffusion of the key compounds from the fully differentiated cell into the 

cell that has as yet remained plastic. 

The description of the biochemical processes involved in transprinting 

will in these circumstances have to remain rather fragmentary, yet we 

propose to formulate further below ith some precision,the circumstances 

in which transprinting may take place and shall postulate with equal precision the 

chemical specifities that are conferred on the memory neuron as a result of 

transprinting. 



Figure 1: Excitatory neurons are represented by circles and inhibitory neurons are 
represented by double circles. Excitatory synapses are represented by simple arrows, 
except if they belong to neurons which are capable of transprinting, in which case 
they are represented by double arrows. Inhibitory synapses are represented by arrows 
with a crossbar. The transprintable neuronE is represented by a dotted circle. 
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ON MEMORY AND RECALL- I* 
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TilE SALK INSTITUTE FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES, LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 

Communicated April 27, 1964-

The subject matter of this paper is a hypothetical biological process on which 

the capabilit.y of the centra'! system to recor an to reca a sensory ex

pel'ience might conceivably be based. It may be open to doubt whether one knows 

enough about the living cell to be able to say anything with reasonable assurance 

about the molecular pl'ocesses that the brain employs. St ill, with luck, one might 

perhaps guess correctly the general nature of these processes. To what extent we 

may have succeeded in remains to be seen. 

The Efficacy of a Synapse Bridging Two Neurons.- Our neural network models 

involve excitatory neurons and inhibitory neurons (of the kind which exert a post

synaptic inhibitory effect). 

Let us consider an excitatory neuron which contacts through a synapse another 

neuron. If such an excitatory neuron sends a volley of nerve impulses to this 

synapse, then a certain quantity of an excitatory "transmitter substance" is re

leased in the vicinity of the presynaptic membrane which diffuses across a gap-the 

synaptic cleft-into the postsynaptic neuron and raises the level of excitation of 

that neuron by a certain amount. We shall desi nate this excitatory transmitter 

substance as "acetylcholine," The "acetylcholine" which diffuses into the post

synaptic neuron is destroyed, in the vicinity of the postsynaptic membrane, by an 

enzyme which we shall designate as "choline esterase/'"--------------( 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is released in the vicinity of the presynaptic 

membrane is a function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which reach the 

synapse, and we shall designate this rate as the "signal intensity." For the sake 

of simplicity, we shall assume that the signal intensity is for all synapses the same 

function of the frequency of the nerve impulses which are fed into the synapse. 

The rate at which "acetylcholine" is destroyed in the postsynaptic neuron is 

proportional to the product of the concentration of "acetylcholine" and the con

centration of the enzyme 11choline esterase" in the vicinity of the postsynaptic 

membrane. Therefore, if, at a given point in time, nerve impulses of a certain 

frequency begin to arrive at a synapse, t he "acetylcholine" concentration will 

begin to rise and will asymptotically approach a limit in the vicinity of the post

synaptic membrane, which is proportional to the signal intensity and inversely 

proportional to the concentration of "choline esterase," prevailing in the vicinity 

of the postsynaptic membrane. The "acetylcholine" concentration which is 

asym~cally appr~hed at the postsynaptic membrane constitutes the " excita

tory input," which is received from the synapse by the postsynaptic neuron. 

On this basis we may then say that, for any given signal intensity, the excitatory 

input received from a given synapse by the postsynaptic neuron is inversely pro

portional to the "choline esterase" concentration prevailing in the vicinity of the 

postsynaptic membrane of that synapse. 

We assume that the enzyme "choline esterase" is inactivated at the postsynaptic 

membrane in different synapses at c@rerent rates and that this rate of inactivation 

is determined by the chemical specificities of the two neurons which are bridged by 

the synapse. We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, however, that the enzyme 

"choline esterase" is produced at the same rate in all excitatory neurons. 

We designate as the efficacy of the synapse the excitatory input which a post

synaptic nem·on receives from that synapse, per unit of signal intensity. On the 

basis of the above assumptions we may then say that the efficacy of the synapse is 

,QB'I!ii!l ly proportional to the rate at which "choline esterase" is inactiva ted at the 

postsynaptic membrane which in turn is determined by the chemical specificities 

of the two neurons which are bridged by the synapse. 

The Rate of I nactit;ation of "Choline Esterase."- We assume that neurons which 

differ from each other in their response-specificity contain a different set of certain 

specific proteins in their cell membrane. We shall' refer hereafter to these proteins 

as the ''specific membrane proteins." 

We postulate that to each specific mernbmne protein, there exists a complementary 

specific membrane protein and that a specific membrane protein molecule can combine 

with its complementary counterpm·t, just as an antibody molecule can combine with a 

molecule of its antigen. Accordingly, two complementary specific membrane pro

teins may behave as if they were, so to speak, each other's antibodies, as well as 

each other's antigens. 

When an antibody molecule combines with an antigen molecule, it undergoes an 

allosteric transition, and an antibody molecule, when it is thus "dimerized," can 

bind complement. We assume that quite similarly a molecule of a specific mem

brane protein, when it combines with its complementary counterpart, undergoes 

an allosteric transition, and, when it is thus "dimerized," it can bind-and not 

only bind but also inactivate-the enzyme "choline esterase." 

The gap (synaptic cleft) between the presynaptic membrane and the post

synaptic membrane is estimated to be about 200 A wide. According to the notions 

here adopted, there must be, however, a number of places within the active zones 

of the two synaptic membranes at which this gap is narrowed down, so that the 

presynaptic membrane and the postsynaptic membrane are in physical contact. 

We assume that at such a point of contact, a molecule of a specific membrane pro

tein, located in the postsynaptic membrane, can "dimcrize" across the synaptic 

gap, with its complementary counterpart, located in the presynaptic membrane. 

The l tttutblli' rrj stteh "flime?"B," eAAtQinl!d 1Pitl.u"n the act£1Je zppe of the •ynap!£c mem

bra99JeB, weM&d. thel'b 4eler:1'b%1'be Mile nile Qt 'Whish the lr-,.ayme "sheli99Je eBlel B:lle" iB in 

oxtioated at the po.5l~!J7tttp6ie lntmtbl'8:ne. 

Let us now consider two neurons, A and B, which are bridged by a synapse. 

Neuron A is characterized by a set (a) of specific membrane proteins, which are 

present in its cell membrane, and neuron B is characterized by another set (b). 

W e shall designate as the "overlap number" of these tu;o neurons the number or /}ecific 

membmne p?"Oleins contained within the set (a) which have thei1· complementary coun

terpart contained within the set (b) [or vice versa ]. 

From this overlap number we may compute the efficacy of the synap e which 

bridges these two neurons. In order to simplify this computation we shall assume 

that the area of the active zone of the synaptic membrane is the same for all synapses, 

and also assume that the concentration of each specific membrane protein in the 

cell membrane is the same for any given neuron. On the basis of these simplifying 

assumptions, we may then say that the number of "dimers" contained within the 

active zone of the membrane of a synapse, which 2ridges neuron A neuron B, is 

tl:ehrr*11e6 either by the ratio of the1overlap number' to the total number of specific 

membrane proteins of neuron A, or by the ratio of th/bverlap numbe/to the total 

number of specific membrane proteins of neuron B- whichever m tio is smaller. 

We shall designate the smaller one of these two ratios as the "overlap fraction" 

of the neurons A and B. Accordingly, we may then say that the efficacy of a synapse 

bridging two neurons is proportional to the overlap fraction of the two neurons. Thz's 

is thefirst.fundamental postulate of our model. 

II (I 

We assume that the same holds true also for the synapses of our inhibitory 

neurons, except that in this case the "transmitter substance" which diffuses across 

the synaptic gap into the postsynaptic neuron lowers, rather than raises, the level 

of excitation of t he postsynaptic neuron. 

The T ransprinting of N eurons.- We divide neurons of the central nervous system 

into two broad classes : the "congenitally determined" neurons and the "memory" 

neurons. We designate neurons which attain their full chemical specificity of 

their cell membrane during the development of t he individual (mostly during 

embryonal life and at the latest during the early postnatal per·iod) as "congenitally 

dete1·mined neur·ons~1 If all the neurons of the central nervous system were of this 

sort, then the individual would not be able to learn and his behavior would be whollv 

governed b nborn reflexes. According tot e notions here adopted, an adult can 

learn, and recall what he has learned, because his central nervous systen~ contains 

memory neurons and each of these can, once in his lifetime, acquire an additional 

set of specific membrane proteins, through a process which we designate as 

"transprinting." 

11 
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if a congenitally determined neuron of t is 

sort, which con cts a m ry neuron through a synapse, fires "simultaneously " 

with this memory ron, so that for a period of time both the presynaptic an 

postsynapti embranes are permeable for the specific membrane proteins. 

this ta place, then the specific membrane proteins of the presynaptic neuron wiJ 

pe rate into the me 111 · · m-
res rna tic neurons fire simultaneously 

ut· n, Len l Le memory new·on will on such an occasion acquire the 

sets of specific 11wrnbmne proteins which are cornplemenla1·y to lhe sets oj all of these 

presynaptic neurons.( This is the process of tmnsp1·inting. Its occurrence as an 

"all or none" process constitutes our second fundamental postulate. 

We shall refer to memory neurons before they are transprinted as transprint

able neurons and thereafter we shall refer to them as transprinted neurons. Like 

congenitally determined nemons, transprinted neurons may also participate in the 

transprinting of a transprintable neuron. 
If a neuron participates in the transprinting of a transprintable neuron, then we 

may expect this neuron and the transprinted neuron to have a large overlap fraction 

and, accordingly, we may e:~;pect synapses b1·idging these two neurons to have a high 

efficacy. 
The Conditioned Response.-In order to illustrate how transprinting may take 

place, we shall use as an example the classical (Pavolovian) conditioning of the 

salivary reflex of the dog.£ We shall indicate on this occasion, however, only rather 

sketchily: what takes place during conditioning. 
When11food l{s introduced into the mouth of a dog, the dog responds with saliva

tion. This is the inborn, or unconditioned, response. Let us now expose the dog 

to a compound stimulus which has an auditory as well as a visual component, and 

let us-before the compound stimulus is turned off- place food into the mouth of 

the dog. If, after several such "conditioning exposures," the dog is then presented 

for the first time with the compound stimulus, unreinforced on this occasion by the 

introduction of food into its mouth, the dog may be expected to salivate. This is 

the conditioned response. 
We assume that there is a neuron Fin the central nervous system, characterized 

by the set (f), which preferentially responds to the stimulus of
11
food in the mouth'.1 

111 oreover, we shall assume in particular that the signal to which the neuron F responds 

is the onset of this stimulus. As shown in Figure 1, the neuron F is connected through 

a synapse to an effector neuron, which innervates the salivary gland. This ef

fector neuron is characterized by the set (f), whccc (f) denotes a set of specific 

membrane proteins which is complementary to the set (f). Because the overlap 

fraction of the neuron A and the effector neuron is one, the synapses which bridge 

these two neurons have a high efficacy. Therefore, placing food into the dog's 

mouth may be expected to cause the dog to salivate. 

In order to account for the conditioned response, we postulate the existence of 

a number of groups of transprintable neurons E. Each of these groups may con

sist of several hundred neurons E, all of which have the following in common: 

The ncuro11 F contacts through a ~ynapsc each of thP neurons E and in turn each 

n euron E contacts, through a synapse, an interneuron,. FJ [characterized by the set 

(f) + (t) ] which in turn contacts, through a synapse, the effector neuron. 

Until something happens which is "significant" from the point of view of t he 

salivary reflex, all the transprintablc neurons E are repressed, because they are 

inhibited by signals which arc continuously being sent out by the inhibitory neuron 

E* [characterized by the set (e)]. This inhibition is assumed to be strong enough 

to prevent a transprintable neuron E from firing, even if it should receive a sub

stantial aggregate "excitatory input," because the overlap fraction of the inhibitory 

neuronE* and of the transprintable neuron E is one. It should be noted, however, 

that after the neuron E is transprintcd and acquires a set of specific membrane 

proteins which is composed of a large number of such proteins, then its overlap 

fraction with the inhibitory neuron E* is reduced by a substantial factor and the 

efficacy of the synapse bridging the two neurons is also reduced by the same factor. 

Accordingly, such a "transprintcd" neuron E may be caused to fire in spite of 

receiving inhibitory signals from the E*. 
The transprintable neurons E go erepressed if t he inhibitory neuron E* is 

inhibited by signals emanating from a neural network designated as the " dere-

p ressor." This will happen if the dcrcprcssor sends out signals which are suf-

ficiently strong to excite the inhibitory interneuron E**, which in turn will inhibit 

the inhibitory neuronE*. The dcrcprcssor network may receive an input signal 

from the neuron F and it may also receive an input signal, via the interneuron Fl, 
from nemons E. These two input signals counteract each other within the dere-

pressor, however, and they cancel out if the intensity of both input signals is about 

the same. Accordingly, the derepressor will send out strong signals only if the in-

tensities of these two input signals dijj"er from each other substantially. In our second 

paper we shall describe a very simple "neural network" which would function in 

this fashion. 
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As will be seen later , the dcrcprcssor network may be expected to send out 

strong signals if food is introduced into the mouth of an unconditioned dog and 

to send out strong signals also when a dog, whose salivary reflex has been fully 

conditioned to a certain stimulus, is presented with that stimulus, without having, 

on this occasion, food placed into its mouth. The depressor network will not send 

out signals, however, if t he fully conditioned dog is presented with the correct 

stimulus and food is placed into its mouth. Accordingly, no additional neurons~ ~ 
would be transprinted as the result of such "routine exposures." 

It is probably generally true that a sensory experience is recorded only if there is 

{'significance" attached to that experience. In our model of the conditioned 

salivary reflex there is significance attached to the stimulus "food in the mouth''' 

for an unconditioned (or not fully conditioned) dog, while for a fully conditioned 

dog, there is significance attached to the conditioned stimulus, but only if that 

stimulus is not accompanied by the signal ''food in the mouth.'' 

"" . 
-:. 

...._ 

We shall try to indicate next in what manner a conditioned salivary~ ~d' l-. 

may be established to a compound stimulus which has a visual and an~ 

component. To this end we assume that in the central nervous system there ts a 

neuron AE which responds preferentially to the auditory component of the com-

pound stimulus, and another neuron VE which responds preferentially to the visual 

component. These two neurons are characterized by the sets (a) + (e) and (v) + 
(e), respectively. We assume that the number of different specific membrane 

prot~ns contained in the neurons AE and YE1 which we designate by n(AE) and } 

n( V E), respectively, arc large compared to the number of different specific mem-

brane proteins contained in the transprintable neuron E, which we designate by 

n(E). Accordingly, we have: n(AE) > n(E), and n(VE)>n(E). 

We assume that, out of a group of several hundred neurons E# ertain fraction q_ 
is contacted through a synapse by the neuron AE, a certain fraction is contacted A(f 

_ through a sy~se by the neuron VE, and a certain fraction is contacted by ~~ 

~'G. the neuron AE, as well as the neuron VE. Becausl:' tlw neuron AE as well as VE ~ 

fL ~ an appreciable even though small overlap fraction with ihc transprintable 

~ neurons h, we may assume that if eit her of these two neurons fires, or if both 

of them fire, at a time when the transprintable neurons E arc dcrcprcsscd, then one 

or more transprinta e neuron vill fire also and will on that occasion be transprinted 

by the neurons AE or VE or both. If at the same time the neuron F fires also, 
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We assume that there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which are 

c::a,a bJe of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron and that if a "con-

g tally-determined" neuron of this class fires, then those parts of its cell membrane 

(covering the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the active zones 

of t~e pre-synaptic membranes become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. 

Similarly , we assume that when a memory neuron fires, then those parts of the cell 

membrane, (covering its cell body and its dendrites) which constitute the active zones 

oZ the post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. 

Accordingly, if a "congenitally-determined" neuron of this class contacts a memory 

neuron through a synapse and if both neurons fire "simultaneously" so that for a period 

of time both the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane is permeable for the specific 

membrane proteins, then the specific membrane protetns of the pre-synaptic "congenitally

determined" neuron will diffuse through the pre-s~aptic and the post-synaptic membrane 

into the post-synaptic memory neuron. We postulate that if a specific membrane protein 

penetrates in this fashion into a memory neuron it induces in the memory neurou~ the 

lementa s ecific membrane rotein -- ust as an anti en induces its antibod if 



FIG. I.-Excitatory neurons are represen ted by 
c1rc es, an nhibi tory neurons are represented 
by double circles. Excitatory synapses a re repre
sented by simple arrows, except if they belong 
to neurons which are capable of transprinting, in 
which case t hey are represented by double arrows. 
Inhibi tory synapses a re represented by arrows 
with a crossbar. The transprintable neuron E 
is represented by a dotted circle. 
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then these same neurons E will be transprinted also by the neuron F. The firing 
of neuron F alone would, however, not cause the neurons E to fire, even when the 
neurons E happen to be derepresse<)because the neurons F and the transprintable 
neurons E have zero overlap. 

If the unconditioned dog is for the first time exposed to the compound stimulus, 
and at the same t ime food is int roduced into its mouth, the derepressor network 
will send out a strong ffignal and one, or several, of the transprintable neurons E 
will be caused to fire. These neurons E will then be transprinted, on this occasion, 
with the sets (f), (a), and (ii). If this dog is exposed, for the second time., to the 
compound stimulus and at the same time food is introduced into its moutn, then 
the signal sent out by the derepressor network will be somewhat weaker than the 
first time. This is so because the neurons E which have been transprinted at the 
time of the first conditioning exposure, and which will be excited at the time of the 
second exposure, have a large overlap fraction with the interneuron Ff and will, 
therefore, send a signal to the derepressor network, which counteracts the signal 
received by this network from the neuron F. As the conditioning process is con
tinued and the dog is repeatedly subjected to such 1\.conditioning 1exposures, the 
neurons E which are transprinted with the sets (j), (a), and (v) will increase in 
number. Finally, t he derepressor network will no longer send out a signal when the 
dog is exposed to the compound stimulus and at the same time "food" is introduced 
into its mouth. Such a dog is then fully conditioned and continuing the condition-
ing exposures would not make the conditioning any deeper. 

Let us now expose such a fully conditioned dog to the compound stimulus, 
unreinforced on this occasion by the introduction of food into its mouth. The 

i 

_,, 

,, 

neurons E which have been transprinted during the previous conditioning exposures ( n) 
with the set (f) as well as the sets (a) and ('ii) will now be caused to fire. Because ~ 

of the substantial overlap of the transprinted neurons E, which contain the set 
(f), with the interneuron Ff, the firing of the neurons E will lead to the firing of 

r 

If 

the interneuron FI and this in turn will lead to the firin of the effector neuron. ~ 
Accordingly, on the occasion of thi xposure of the dog to the compound stimu us, ~~C\ 
the dog will salivate. This is the conditioned response. 

Incidentally, on this occasion, when the interneuron Ff fires, it will cause the 
derepressor network to send out a strong signal because this network does not on 
this occasion receive a signal from the neuron F. Accordingly, on this occasion, 
one or more neurons E will get transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or both, but none 
of t hem will be transprinted with the set (f). Therefore, if t he dog is repeatedly 
exposed to the compound stimulus in such a fashion, i.e., without reinforcement, 
then the number of neurons E which arc transprinted with the sets (a) or (v) or 
both, but not with the set (f), will increase on each such occasion. The overlap 
fraction of t hese transprinted neurons E with the interneurons FI is zero and there
fore the excitation of these t ransprinted neurons E would not contribute to the 
excitation of the effector neuron. Their a~ivation would, however, contribute to 
the excitation of the inhibitory neurons IE, with which the neurons E have an ap
preciable overlap. This is the reason why the accumulation of neurons E which 
arc transprinted with (a) or (v) or both, but not with (j), will extinguish the pre

() k ft> ht""Syviously established conditioned response to the compound stimulus. 
fjo4~ . .I - One more thing needs to be said at t his point : It seems to be a fact that if we 

establish a conditioned ·espouse m t e dog to a compound stimulus, which 
has an auditory as well as a visual component, and if we subsequently extinguish the 
response, 8ay to the visual component, we thereby automatically extinguish the 
condit ioned response to the auditory component also. It can be shown that, in 
order to account for this fact, we must assum hat the central nervous system con
tains, in addition to a number of neurons E which are characterized by the set (e) , 0..1'"\ 

about an equal number of neurons E which are characterized by the complementary 
set (e), and that the neurons E, characterized by one of these two sets, must con-
tact through synapses the neuron E characterized by the complemntary set (and 

r:::---\ --~-'(- ice versa). Presumably, this would mean that quite generally neurons character-
50"'f e.""'e~eCfby ~1 ' &d5f3.• sets of specific membrane prc•teins must be present in about 
~- - equal numbers in the central nervous system of the individual. 

\l /( 

The Second Model.-We may escape this complication (if a complication it is), 
by assumin that every specific membrane protein is complementary to itself. Accord
ing to this secon odel, any set of specific membrane proteins is t hen identical 
with the complementary set of specific membrane proteins. Thus we may write 
(e) in place of (~) and (f) in place of (j), etc. Accordingly, in our second model, 
the overlap number of two sets is then defined as the number of specific membrane pro
teins which the two sets have in common, and when transprinting takes place, the 
transprinted neuron incorporates the sets of specific membrane proteins of the trans
pnn ~ng neurons. a ever unc 10n eural network;;=vf the khl4 represente in 
Figure 1, would be capable of fulfilling on the basis of our first model,~ would 
fulfill on the basis of our second model also, and the remainder of our discussion 
will be couched in terms of this second modey ather than the first one. 

The Orderliness of the I nbom N eural Code.- According to the notions here adopted, 
we assume that two neurons in the central nervous system, which preferentially 
respond to two different sensory stimuli that "resemble" each other, must have a 
large overlap number. We assume that in the code of the congenitally determined 
neurons there is an orderly t ransition to smaller and smaller overlap numbers, as 
we go from one neuron to other neurons which differ from it more and more in their 
response-specifi~. If it were otherwise, our model could not account for the 
phenomenon of(~jf~generalization of stimuli" in the conditioned salivary reflex 
of the dog, first described by Pavlov. 

Postcript.-If our two fundamental postulates are correct, then it ought to be 
possible to devise a neural network which would fully account for the phenomena 
exhibited by the conditioned responses of the autonomic nervous sytem. (The 
network described by Figure 1 represents__. a first attempt in this direction.) 
If one wanted to see, however, whether higher mental functions could be explained 
on the basis of our two fundamental postulates, t hen one would first have to invent 
adequate neural networks. Thus, if one wanted to see whether one could explain 
on this basis the mental functions which man is capable of performing, but the 
primates are not, one would perhaps have to invent the very same networks which 
are contained in t he bra~ of man, but not in the brain of the primates. Clearly, 
this would be no mean ~~a~. 

The "mental capacity" of suitable neural network models, operating on the basis 
of our two fundamental postulates, might be very high. For instance the recording 
of information such as may be contained in a simple sentence would have to ti~ 
down only on~\ransprintable11neuron. Thus, if one were to expose an individual 
to a simple sentence every 4 seconds, 24 hours a day, and if, on each such occasion, 
one would tie down one transprintable neuron, then one would tie down just about 
109 neurons over a period of 100 years. This is one tenth of the number of neurons 
believed to be contained in the human brain. 

• This work waa sup~rted by a research grant, administered by The University of Chicago, 
of the General Medical ivision of the National Institutes of Health. , 

/ No neuron may, however, incorporate into its cell membrane the complementary counterpart 
'7:"2..;: , of a specific membrane protein which its cell membrane already contains. 
/ -l... / # P avlov, I. P., Conditioned R eflexes (Oxford-Uni-versity Press, 1927). 
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